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PBEFACE 
Writing in the early 1920*8 about George Bernard Shan 
and his works, J. 8. Collie says s 
The days of the annotator with his Notes and Appendix 
are not far off; and the stage «ill at last be reached 
when it will be oossidered oaf# to set, exaialaations on 
Mr. Shaw*s remarks about examinations. 
The recent flood of material oonoercing G. B. 8, and his 
works is evidence that the days of the annotator have been 
reached. Much of this biographical and critical material 
warn occasioned by the death of Mr. 8ha%. Shaw would prob­
ably say that the reverse is true—that the works occasioned 
his death—but it is to be hoped that he would not have been 
speaking seriously. It is also to be hoped that the latter 
stage that Mr. Collis speaks of will never be reached. 
Mr. Collis warns that Shaw, since he has reached the 
stage of the annotator, may be in danger of losing the lit­
tle influence he has. Nevertheless, Mr. Collis, himself 
an annotator, admits that annotation is necessary. Shaw, 
too, admits that interpretation and understanding of his 
works are difficult. He says, "Evolution as a philosophy 
and physiology of the will is a mystical process, which 
can be apprehended only by a trained, apt, and comprehen­
sive thinker.And he warns his readers that they cannot 
' n J. S. Collis, Shaw, p. 27. 
2. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. xlv. 
ill 
get aooustoffled to his habita of mind quickly and easily; 
• Please do not think you can take in the wrk of 
my lifetime at one reading. You must make it your 
practice to read all my works at least twice over 
every year for ten years or so.* 
However, since the millennium which Shaw advocates has not 
as yet been reached, most people have neither the time nor 
the desire to read all of Shaw* s works twice a year for ten 
years. Therefore, the annotator, the biographer, the critic, 
and the interpreter have a funotion—that of mediating be­
tween an author and those readers who have not become ac­
customed to his habits of mind. 
George Bernard Shaw, like Samuel Butler, is often in­
consistent, paradoxical, and contradictory. Both Shaw and 
Butler use language symbolically, reverse truisms for ef­
fect, and use the same word in opposite senses. Shaw and 
Butler are often praised without understanding, or are 
simply ignored—and perhaps vaguely agreed with—because 
they are not understood. 0. K. Chesterton asserts, "Moat 
people either say that they agree with Bernard Shaw or that 
they do not understand him. I am the only person who under­
stands him, and I do not agree with him."* Understanding, 
praise, and—for some people—agreement, are possible. 
W, George Bernard Shaw, as quoted by Eric Bentley, 
Bernard Shaw, p. 220, 
4. G. K. Chesterton, George Bernard Shaw, Introduc­
tion, p. 6. 
Iv 
Sban lamented the fact that he bed become a Classic, that 
he was praised without understanding—often without read­
ing. Butler lamented the fact that he was ignored. Being 
Ignored and being praised without understanding are poor 
substitutes for a little understanding without praise. It 
is hoped that the following "annotation" will contribute 
to an understanding and appreciation of Samuel Butler and 
George Bernard Shaw. "In that hope I withdraw and ring 
up the curtain."5 
D. J. H. 
Wl George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. xc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to point out the siTii-
larity of the ideas of George Bernard Shau to the ideas 
of Samuel Butler. This similarity is evident both in the 
basic philosophical beliefs of the t#o writers and In 
their theories ooneerning certain social institutions. A 
secondary aim of the study is to show that the ideas of 
each author oonoernl% these social institutions resulted 
from the basic philosophical idea beliôveû in by each 
author. 
Most of the authors lÈio have written about George 
Bernard Shaw and his work have pointed out that he is "in­
debted" to Samuel Butler for many of his ideas and for 
certain aspects of his method. However, to my knowledge, 
no exhaustive study of Shaw's relationship to Butler has 
been made. Often authors make statements concerning 
Shaw's indebtedness to Butler, or accept Shaw's own state­
ments concerning that indebtedness without elaborating on 
them or pointing out the places of similarity. C. 1. M. 
Joad has made extensive studies of each author, but he 
has written about them individually, with the result tMt 
his comments on the relationship of the two are incidental 
to his main purpose. It is hoped that this study, by 
showing the affinity of ideas in the two authors, will 
o 
contribute to the understanding and appreciation of both, 
thereby making their ideas more effeotlve. It is the per­
sonal feeling of the writer that Samuel Butler, knoiwh al­
most ©xelusivtlf for his novel, The Way of All Flesh, has 
been unduly neglected. In Bremhoa and Brewhoa Revisited, 
Butler has presented many ideas, commonly thought to be 
original in 8ha*, In a form that is very nearly aa inter­
esting and readable as are 8ha**s plays* That 8ha* felt 
much the same may *111 be shown in the body of the study. 
I think it is obvious, then, that an incidental aim of 
this study is a restatement of Butler*# Importance as an 
author of the nineteenth century. 
In approaching the problem of the relationship between 
Shai and Butler, I have begun with the most obvious as­
pects: their personal contacts; their correspondence; and 
Shaw*s praise of, and statements of indebtedness to, Samuel 
Butler, These have all been discussed in Chapter I. I 
have organized the remainder of the thesis on the assump­
tion that each author's basic philosophical idea and each 
author's ideas concerning social institutions should be 
treated in separate sections. Furthermore, I have assumed 
that placing the ideas of each author in juxtaposition will 
make the similarity and affinity more obvious and under­
standable, Because Butler is earlier chronologically, I 
have discussed his basic philosophical idea first, and 
3 
followed it by a discussion of Shaw's basic philosophical 
Idea. The next chapter is ooncerned with Butler's theories 
ooaoernlng iaastitutions and ho# they resulted from his 
basic philosophical Idee, It is followed by a chapter con­
sidering Shan in the same manner. The final chapter is a 
aummary of the results of the study. 
Both primary and seeondarj sources have been used in 
preparing this etudy. Aa a general rule, aeoondary eouroea 
have been used for background material and primary sources 
for materials on the philosophical Ideas themselves, In-
formation on Darwin's theory of evolution, Lamarek's 
theory of evolution, and weisaann's germ-cell theory has 
been obtained almost entirely from secondary sources. 
Secondary sources have also been of inestimable aid in 
interpreting and clarifying difficult points in the pri­
mary sources. In every case «here secondary sources have 
been used for actual material, credit is given In a foot­
note. All secondary sources used for clarification and 
Interpretation purposes, as well as for background materi­
als, are listed in the bibliography. Material on the per­
sonal relationship of Butler and Shaw, and on the philo­
sophical and aetaphysioal implications of the Darwinian 
theory, is from both primary and secondary sources. All 
other materials are from primary sources. 
Both Samuel Butler and George Bernard Shaw were 
profilee writer*; it is impossible for me to consider all 
their writings in e work of this soope. Therefore, I 
have selected materials peculiarly appropriate to the 
study. Samuel Butler wrote four complete volumee and sev­
eral essays on hi# theory of Creative Evolution, à series 
of essays, "Th# Deadlock la Darwlnlmm," Is the source I 
have used, because it contains the most concise statement 
of the theory. The four volumes are concerned as much 
with proving the theory as with stating It* Since I am 
not here conoerned with proof, I have used only the state­
ment of the theory found in the essays. Butler's novel, 
The Way of All Flesh, and his "story-books," Erewhon and 
Erewhoa Revisited, contain most of his ideas on English 
Institutions. All three works have been eonsldered In 
this study. 
All of Shaw's favorite themes can be found in three 
plays : Man and Superman, Back to Methuselah, and Heart­
break House. Man and Superman and Back to Methuselah ex­
press Shaw's theory of Creative Evolution; in addition, 
these plays present may of Shaw's theories of society. 
Heartbreak House Is a summary expression of what Is wrong 
with English society. Therefore, I have selt&ted these 
three plays as the principal sources for George Bernard 
Shan's ideas. Other sources have been mentioned, and 
sometimes quoted, but most of the material I have used is 
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from these three plays. 
It Is sTident, then, that the following study Is not 
ezhaustlve. Only to the extent that it Is more complete 
than a&y prevloua *ork done on the problem^ and only to 
the extent that it makea aoma oontrlbutlon to an under-
Btanding of the t*o authors, la it auooeasful. 
GEIPTER I 
SO SMALL AN AGQUAINTANCB 
Although, there Is evideaoe that George Bernard 3h&* 
and Samuel Butler knei# each other personally, the sources 
available do not indloate when Butler and 3ha* first met. 
Eeaketh Pearson oonjeatures that Butler and Sha* probably 
flrat rubbed shoulders la the reading room of the British 
Museum. Ee says, homever, that they did not beoome ao-
quainted uatil later. The first evidenoe of an actual 
m&etlng of the two men Is la a story told to Eesketh Pear­
son. Sha* explains that he was a member of the West Cen­
tral Branch of the Fabian Sooiety but that he never latlkaded 
the meetings. Ee oontinues: 
Then one dey my eye lit on the announcement that 
Samuel Butler was going to leoture to the Branch on 
the Odyssey, the feminine authorship of *hloh he was 
then bent on proving. ...Butler addressed the largest 
gathering the Branoh had ever been able to muster... 
ead...*ent home satisfied and rather gratified.1 
Butler*B concern *lth the Odyssey began in 1892. In 
1697 he wrote The Authoress of the Odyssey. Between these 
dates, he did oonsiderable lecturing on the Odyssey and the 
woman who he thought wrote it. Therefore, it was probably 
during this five-year period that Sham beard Butler's lec­
ture to the West Central Branoh of the Fabian Society. 
1. George Bernard Shaw, as quoted in Eesketh Pear-
son, G.B.S.» A Full Length Portrait, pp. 84-85. 
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On* BUrmlsea from Shae's oomments on the leoture that tbla 
*a# the first time thet he had Been Butler. 
The biographies of Shew and Butler mention no further 
contact between the two authors, until Samuel Butler wrote 
a letter to Shaw eoncerning, Erewhon Zevlsited: 
22 MarOh 1901-"Longman8 have had the MS. nearly a 
month and will not publish it even at my expense,.. 
If you can reoommend me to a man In whom I can have 
reasonable eonfidenoe and who will have the like in 
me I shall hold myself much your debtor. At anj 
rate, I will try him. 
Again I **k yonr pardon for troubling you so 
eerlouely on eo email an aoquaintenoe.B 
This letter indloetes that Butler and Shaw had seen little 
of each other after the meeting of the Fabian Society. 
Nevertheless, In eplte of "*o email an aequaintanoe," Shaw 
answered promptly, on March 84th, In hie anawer he give* 
hie oplaion of longman for refusing the book, and continuée: 
But I should think you could have any of the 
younger publlehera for the aeking, or without it, If 
they knew that you were open to an offer, 
My own publisher Is a young villain named Grant 
Blcharda who hae no aoruples of any kind. Tou had 
better let me ehow him to you on approval. If you 
will come to lunch with ue at 1:50 eay, on Wedneeday 
or Thursday, I will Invite Grant Richards, too. 
..,My wife 1$ a good Erewhonlan, and likes Eandel; 
you won't find her in any way dleagreeable. And 
10 Adelphl Terraoe le within eaey reach, 
I ahall, of oouree, eay nothing to Richarde ez-
cept that he will meet an eminent author, so that he 
will come ae a palpitating fisherman, Publlehlng a 
2. Samuel Butler, ae quoted in Eenry resting Jonee, 
Samuel Butler ; A Memoir, 11,"" 339. 
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sequel to Er##hoa is an absolutely safe fiaanoial op­
eration, as a sale suffieieat to ©over ezpendlture i® 
certain. And as a young publisher would be glad to 
take you on at a loss for the sake of getting you on 
his list of authors, I shall be extremely surprised 
if you find the slightest difficulty so long as you 
avoid your own oontemporaries, who are naturally all 
Buononoinimte, so to speak. 
Let me have a line to Adelphi Terrace to say which 
day you'll come, so that I may write to Richard*. 
I have started reading your MS. instead of doing 
my work* So far I am surprised to find that so con-
fouaded a rmseal as your original hero did not beeome 
a pious millionaire; otherwise he is as interesting 
as ever. More of this when I finish hlm,° 
It is evident that although Butler had never been at the 
Shaw home, both G.B.8, and Mrs, Shaw were interested in 
him and his work. Shaw had confidence that any publisher 
would be lise to get this "eminent" author, this portrayer 
of "interesting" characters, on his list. Furthermore, Shaw 
was sure of the finameial succees of Erewhon Revisited, and 
was therefore willing to use his influence with his own 
publisher in getting the work p# 11 shed# 
Although no account of the lunch is available, it must 
have been a success because Grant Richards published Brewhon 
Revisited shortly afterward, and he and Samuel Butler were 
friends from then until Butler*s death. 
Butler's friendship with George Bernard Shaw continued 
also until Butler's death on June 18, 1902. In later letter# 
'' 3.• • George Bernard Shaw, as quoted in Henry festing 
Jones, Samuel Butler t A Memoir, II, pp. 339-340. 
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Butler mentions lunohing #lth Sha# on at least two other 
ooeaaloas: 
24 Jan. 1902 
... I lunched with Bernard Shaw to-day (by ae-
eidental eoineldenee) ... The 8k*w# were most graeious 
and enthusiastio about the Erewhone,^ 
4 gab. 1902 
I am to lunch at the Shaws* tomorrow and have 
said I will eat vegetarian, ... By the way, Shaw 
said that he regarded my ehapter on the Eights of 
Vegetablea a# a direot attack upon him#elf--but he 
was not serious. 
I may get #om# pabulum at Shaw'a tomorrow, or 
again at the Morses' where I dine on Thursday. If 
I do it shall be duly ehronioled.. 
Shaw*s eontiaued interest in Samuel Butler and his 
works is evidenced by his attendance at the EreWion dinners, 
begun in 1908 and eontlnued for several years. Shaw did not 
attend the first ErewMn dinner, but Henry resting Jonem 
leaves the following record of the second, held in 1909: 
On July 15th we had the second Erewhon dinner at 
Paganize, that date being fixed to suit the conven­
ience of Mr. George Bernard Shaw.® 
The third Irewhon dinner was held on July 14th, 1910. 
Jone® describes it: 
speech was mad^ by Bernard Shaw, who reminded us 
''4. Samuel Butler, as quoted in Henry resting Jones, 
Samuel Butler: A Memoir, II, p. 570. 
5' Ihia#. II, PP' 373-374. 
8. Henry Festins Jones, Samuel Butler: A Memoir, 
II, p. 419. 
10 
that Butler laid great atreaa upon the ImportaBOe of 
money, poverty was a crime| that he also laid great 
etres* on the Importanee of luck, to be unlucky was 
a orlme. The reel reason (he said) why Butler was 
unknown during his lifetime was that he was always 
ehowiag wherein aooepted people were wrong, so that 
they were afraid of openly approving of him lest he 
should turn and rend them. Butler^ he said, would 
not play at being a lion, and these dinners were only 
possible because he oould not be present In person 
and tell u* wherein we were wrong to hold them," 
The seventh and last Erswhon dinner was held in 1914. Both 
Shaw and Mrs. Shaw were present, 
8haw aot only spoke before a dinner audlenoe about the 
importance of Butler's ideas, but also admitted. In the 
preface to Major Barbara, personal Indebtedness to Butler 
for many of his own ideas. Shaw writes: 
It drives one almost to despair of English literature 
when one see* so extraordinary a study of English 
life as Butler's posthumous Way of All Flesh making 
so little impression that when, some years later, I 
produce plays in which Butler's extraordinarily fresh, 
free, and future*pierolng suggestions have an obvious 
share, I am met with nothing but vague eackllnga about 
Ibsen and Nletzsehe, and am only too thankful that 
they are not about Alfred de Musset and Georges Sand. 
Really, the English do not deserve to have great men.8 
In addition to his admission of having borrowed ideas 
from Samuel Butler, Shaw often admonishes his readers to 
turn to Butler for a correct view of English life and for 
a proper approach to certain philosophical problems. In 
the previous quotation, Shaw calls Butler's fay of All 
7: Ibid., II, p. 420. 
8, George Bernard Shaw, Prefaces, pp. 122-123, 
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Fl#8h an "aztraordlaary study of gngllah life* ana Ae-
eorlbes hie auggeatlona as "fresh, free, and future-plere-
Ing." In the preface entitled Imprleonment Sha* again oall* 
our attention to Butler's Ideas: 
We should diligently read Samuel Butler's Erewhon, 
and acQustom ourselYes to regard orlme as pathologloal, 
and the orlmlnal as an Invalid, ourable or incurable,* 
for the "Intelligent heathen" #ho mlshes to study *hat 
Christianity Is In contemporary Z&gland, Sha* suggests 
The Way of All Flesh: 
Christianity as a apeolflo doctrine tas slain with 
Jesus, suddenly a M utterly. He #as hardly cold In 
his grave, or high In his heaven (as you please), 
before the apostles dragged the tradition of him down 
to a level of the thing it has remained ever since. 
And that thing the intelligent heathen may study, if 
they mould be instructed in It by modern books, in 
Samuel Butler's novel, The Way of All Flesh.*0 
But these are the superficial aspects of the relationship 
between Samuel Butler and George Bernard Shaw. Actually, 
there is a much greater affinity of ideas la the t#o men 
than these simple statements of indebtedness Indicate. In 
order to see and understand this affinity *e must first ex­
amine Samuel Butler's basic philosophic concepts and his 
ideas on evolution. 
in Tbia:, p. 30?. 
10. George Bernard Shaw, "Preface" to Andre des and 
the Lion. Prefaces, p, 566. 
08ATT2R II 
lOaBBT, LIFE, ARD GOD 
The Ori&ln of Spèples by Cherlea Darmln, publlmhed la 
1859, sad the reaearoh that went Into it, eetabllahed be­
yond aoubt the faot of evolution, that Is, the fact that 
ohanges and development have ooourred in all epeoles of or-
gailo life, Eowever, even though evolution waa eatabllahed 
a# a fact, there remained an uaan##ered queatlon-~a question 
that Is etlll unanavered: "What la the cause of the varla-
tlona, changea, and developmenta that are evident In the 
proceaa of evolution?* This la the question in BhlohiSwKua 
Butler, and aubeequently, Barnard 8ha* became Interested. 
When Butler began his writings on evolution there were 
two malm theories aonoernlng the cause of variation: that 
of Charles Darwin, or more accurately, that of the neo-
Darwlnlans,^ led by lussel Wallace; aM that of Lamarck, a 
French naturallet, Charles Darwin believed that the varia­
tion* were due to chance. These chance variations caused 
certain species to be better adapted to their environments 
than other species* The species best adapted to the envlron-
1, The heo-Darwlnlana differ from Darwin in that they 
concentrate exclusIvely on Circumstantial Selection as the 
explanation of all transformatlons and adaptations, whereas 
Darwin said only that It was the principal method of evolu­
tion. 
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meat eurvlved an& produeed offspring; the remainder ?ere 
eliminated, Lamarck bdllsTed that the varlatlone were 
caused chiefly by environment. Species, If they were to 
aurrive, were compelled to change when the environment 
changed. Those whloh did ehange and adapt themaelvee to 
the environment survived, produced offspring, and trans­
mitted to their offspring those variations whloh had al­
lowed them to survive; those which were Incapable of adapt­
ing themselves to the environment became extinct. The vari­
ations necessitated by change in environment led, Lamarck 
thought, to the development of ne% organs and to the pass­
ing a%ay of old ones. Changée In environment led to new 
wants; new wants led to new habits; new habits led to the 
development of new organs. Thus Lamarck emphasized use end 
disuse as the cause of variations. The Lamarck theory is 
often stated thus: "Creatures grow new organisms because 
they want to," 
Technically, neither of these theories allows for the 
intervention of the mind Into the process of evolution. 
Both theories, chance and environment, dispense with de­
sign and purpose. The Lamarcklaa theory lend* Itself more 
readily to the idea of design or purpose, but with him mind 
is not a part of the basic theory. Even though the crea-
tures grow new organs because they want to, they want to 
only because the environment has changed. The variation 
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la an automatic response. If the reaponee la automatic, 
*hy, then, do not all epeoiea change *hen the environment 
ohengea? Samuel Butler and Caorge Bernard 8ha« eald that 
Bome epGoles ohansG beoauAe they desire to do so, and eome 
do notr change, beoauee they do not #111 It, Butler was 
one of the first to question the generally aooepted impli-
cations of Charles Darwin's theorlsp of the survival of the 
fittest. Ee said that the Implications of the natural se­
lection theory amounted to the elimination of mind, design, 
and *111 from the universe. Ee clung to the Lamaroklan 
theory because It at least left the road open for the eier-
clse of design and purpose, 
Butler *&8 deeply concerned about the neo-Dar*lnlan 
theory and its general acceptance. Ee wrote four books to 
disprove the theory. They were: Life and Eablt (1B76), 
Bvolutlon Old and Hew (1879), Uneonsclous Memory (1880), 
and luck or Gunning (1687). In addition, he wrote many 
articles on the subject, three of which are published under 
the title "The DeaAloek in Darwinism." Sine* I am not con­
cerned here with the truth or falsity of the theory, but am 
Interested only in what the theory is, I have used "The 
Deadlock In Darwinism" as the principal source of material; 
it contains the most concise statement of the theory. 
Lamarck's theory requires the belief that acquired 
15 
oharaotgrlGtlogB oan be and are Inherited, Darwin admit­
ted that acquired oharaoterlatloa were gometlmea Inherited 
but atlll aalatalned that ehance was the principal cause 
of variation. It was oa this point that Butler disagreed 
with Darwin, and, ae a eonsequenoe, entered into a ooatro-
verey whlob oontlnu.es to the present. In "The Deadlock in 
Darwlnlem," he dlsousaea several eases In which soars, the 
resuite of mutilations, had been tranemltted. Ae a reault 
of his eiamlnetlon of the oases, he reached this conclusion: 
If the mere anzlety oonneoted Rlth an 111-heallng 
wound Inflicted oa but one g#ner*tlon le sometime* 
found to have eo Impresaed the germ-cells that they 
hand down it* aeara to offeprlag, how much more ehall 
not anxieties that have directed action of all kinds 
from birth till death# not in oae generation only but 
in a lonper aeriea of generations than the mind can 
reallae to itself, modify, and Indeed control, the 
organlmatlon of every epeclee?* 
The same general acceptance of the idea of the Inheritance 
of acquired oharaeterlstloe is evident In The Way of All 
Flesh. Overton, the narrator who la often a thinly-
dlsguleed Butler, says: 
Ae I watched him /a fly^ trying to walk across the 
surface of hot coffee I faacied that so supreme a 
moment of difficulty and danger might leave him an 
à, " Acq^red characteristica as used here refers to 
all oheracterlstics ao# innate in the organism, that is, 
all characteristloe which are acquired after birth. Once 
acquired characteristics are passed on to offspring, they 
are no longer acquired, they are inherent. 
5. Samuel Butler* Essays on Life, Art and Science, 
p. 315. 
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laoreasG of mor&l aad physical power #hioh might even 
deee*nd in eome measure to hia offspring.* 
Searoity of evidence and Welamana** theory of germ-
plaam were the principal objections to these theories on 
traasmissibility of acquired oharaoteristics. Lack of con-
oluelve GTidenoe a* an objection «as diamiseed by Butler 
because his opponents could produce no evidence in dis­
proof of his theory. Furthermore, Darwin had hedged eome-
*hat by Baying that acquired oharacteiiatloe *ere "eome-
times" inherited. 
Weisiaann's theory, however, if correct, was conclusive 
proof that Butler wae wrong. Let ua, therefore, coneider 
the theory, which la perhapa beat atated in Butler*a worda: 
Profeaaor Welamann*a theory is, that at every new 
birth a part of the subatanoe which proceeda from par-
ents and which goes to form the new embryo is not 
used up in forming the new animal, bu& remaina apart 
to generate the germ*cella--or perbapa 1 ahould aay 
"germ"plasm"--which the new animal itaelf will in due 
course iaaue, Profeaaor weismann aaye, "The germ-
cella are no longer looked upon as the product of 
the parent*a body, at least as far as their gaaentlal 
part--the apeclfic germ-plasm le concerned,"^ 
Butler could not disprove the theory to Weiamann'e satis­
faction. However, Butler did produce what he himself con­
sidered ample evidence to establish his otn theory and, as 
a result, to disprove Weismann'a. Darwin was Impressed by 
4. " Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 589. 
5. Samuel Butler, Essays on Life, Art and science, 
pp. 278-279. 
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the evidence and faroga to admit that mutilations 
(Butler's prlnolpal proof) were Bometlmes Inherited; Mela-
mann ataunchly refused to oonoede the point. Reverthelesa, 
Welamann was finally forced to admit that the germ-plasm 
"oay* be aomeahat affected and changed by foroes oulslde 
Itaelf and Inside the organisa In mhloh It reelded. This 
vas the loophole that Butler mas malting for. He re-ln-
slsted upon hla original proposition and oarrled It even 
further, saying that parente' habita. Involving the use 
and dleuae of apeolal organs, have an effect on offspring: 
...Offspring can be, and not very Infrequently Is, 
affeoted by oeeurrenoe* that have produoed a deep 
Impreaelon on the parent orgenlsa-~the effeot pro-
duoed on the offspring being muoh a# leave* no 
doubt thet It la tc be connected *lth the Imprea-
aion produced on the parent. Having thua eatabUabal 
the general proposition, 1 *111 proceed to the more 
particular oae--that habita, involving uae and dla-
use of apeolal orgena, mlth the modifications of 
structure thereby eageadered, produce also an ef­
feot upon offspring, ahloh, though seldom percept­
ible as regarde structure in a single, or even in 
several geaeratlons. Is nevertheless capable of be-
ing accumulated in successive generations till it 
amounts to specific and generic difference.& 
Butler was no* pursuing his theory of "purposive" 
evolutlon--the theory that uha* Inter accepted. Butler 
believed that an organism could acquire oertaln character-
istlce if it desired and tilled them. He further believed 
that these acquired characteristics could be Inherited. 
8. Ibia.: pp. 276-27?. 
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To these Ideas he added a theory of memory, heredity, and 
habit that Involved three things: personal Identity be­
tween parents and offspring, unconscious memory on the part 
of the offspring of things It did mhlle Identified %lth Its 
parents, and the Identification of this unconscious memory 
with habit. This theory was reinforced by the studies of 
Dr. 2*ald Eerlng, a Prague physiologist. An understanding 
of this theory Is necessary If we ere to understand Haauel 
Butler's final theory on creative evolution. Therefore, let 
us ezamlne It by analyzing the three aspeots of the theory, 
Butler maintained that there Is genuine personal 
identity between parents and their offspring, or between a 
man and his aneestore. He first emphasizes the physical 
oontlnulty that exists between parents and offspring and 
points out that this eontlnulty is obviously neoeseery for 
heredity to take place. Se quotes Rrasmus Darwin to olarl-
fy and substantiate his theoryî 
Owing to the Imperfection of language the off-
spring is termed a new animal, but is In truth a 
branch or elongation of the parent, since a part of 
the embryon animal is, or was, a part of the parent, 
and therefore, In strict language, cannot be said to 
be entirely new at the time of its production; end 
therefore It may retain some of the habits of the 
parent system." 
Physical continuity between parents and offspring exists, 
since the offspring is an elongation of the parent. Ac-
91 Erasmus Darwin, as quoted by Samuel Butler, as-
says on Life, Art and Science, p. 316. 
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oorâiûg to Butler's theory, this physieal continuity leads 
logically to sameness of personality, or personal identity. 
He continues: 
%6«e #h@ aecept evolution insist on unbroken 
physical continuity between the earliest known life 
and ourselves, so that #e both are and are not per­
sonally identical with the unicellular organism from 
which #@ have descended in the course of many millions 
of years, exactly In the same lay as an octogenarian 
both is and is not personally identical with the micro­
scopic impregnate ovum from which he grew up... 
The first, then, and most important element of 
heredity is that there should be unbroken continuity, 
and hence sameness of personality, between parents 
and offspring#..® 
Butler reaches the conclusion that the germ-plasm of 
any one generation is as physically identical with the 
g 
germ-plasm of its predecessor as any two things can be. 
If this theory is accepted, similarity in behavior between 
parents and offspring is a much more obvious and pronounced 
fact than variation. Continuity in evolution is evident. 
Offspring behave like their parents because they are idmti-
cal to their parents, and remember what they did when 
they were their parents. At this point Butler's theory 
again clashed with that of weismann» The Lamarckians, in­
cluding Butler# believed that the germ-plasm, when on the 
point of repeating its developmental process, takes 
8. Samuel Butler, Essays on Life, Art and science, 
pp. 319-320. 
9. Ibid., p. 381. 
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eogaizanoe of thing* that happened to it since it had last 
developed itself, and remembers them, feismann and his 
followers said that the germ-plasm takes no cognizance of 
anything that has happened to it since the last occasion of 
its development. The cognizanee theory «a# necessary to 
Butler# however, so he accepted it and identified heredity 
and memory. He declares ; 
We have seen that it is a first requirement of 
heredity that there shall be physical continuity be­
tween parents and offspring. This holds good with 
memory. .**The offspring therefore, being one and 
the marne person with its progenitors until it quits 
them, can be held to rerne faber what happened to them 
within, of course, the limitations to which all mem­
ory is subject, as much a# the progenitors can re­
member what happened earlier to themselves. 
Butler states the same idea in slightly different words in 
The lav of All Fieahî 
Accidents which happen to a man before he is born, in 
the person of his ancestors, will, if he remembers 
them at all, leave an indelible impression on him; 
they will have moulded his character so that, do what 
he will, it is hardly possible for him to escape their 
consequences... Accidents which occur for the first 
time, and belong to the period since a man's last 
birth, are not, as a general rule, so permanent in 
their effects, though of course they may sometime be 
so. 
The oftener an action is repeated by an organism, the 
more unconscious that action becomes. The new organism 
does things because it remembers having done those things 
TUl Ibid., p. 524, 
11. Samuel Butler, The lay of All Flesh, p. 299. 
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in the person of Its enoeatora. An embryo develops, b@-
cause, with the return of its old environment and the 
presence of old associations, it remembers what it should 
do and hot' it should develop next. The embryo passes 
through many stages because it remembers having passed 
through these stages before*-"Imbryo minds, like embryo 
bodies, pass through many strange metamorphoses before they 
adopt their final shape."1* After frequent repetition, 
the memory beoomes uneonseious, and the action becomes a 
habit. 
It is an axiom as regards action acquired after birth, 
that we never do them automatically save as the re­
sult of long practice; the stages in the case of any 
acquired facility, the inception of which we have been 
able to watch, have invariably been from a nothingness 
of ignorant Impotence to a little somethingness of 
highly self-conscious, arduous performance, and thence 
to the un-self-consclousness of easy mastery, ...If, 
then, wherever we can trace the development of auto­
matism we find it to have taken this course, is it not 
most reasonable to Infer that it has taken the same 
even when it has risen in regions that are beyond our 
kem?13 
Butler concludes his theory by listing six character­
istics which are common to both memory and heredity and 
nine phenomena which are explicable only if heredity and 
memory are identified, first, the development of embryos 
and of habits proceeds in an established order; this ex­
plains the orderly normal progress of evolution, secondly, 
la. Ibid., p. 266. 
13. Samuel Butler, assays on Life, Art and Science, 
pp. 327-328. 
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we remember best our latest performances of any given kind, 
so our present motions resemble these latest performances. 
We ̂ remember slightly our earlier actions and performances, 
and sometimes revert to them. Butler feels that these facts 
explain atavism and the resumption of feral oharaoterlstles, 
and our resemblanoe to our closer relatives. Thirdly, 
slightly ne# elements introduced into a method vary it bene­
ficially, but new elements that are too foreign cannot be 
fused with the old. This factor explains the benefit of an 
occasional cross, and the usual sterility of hybrids. 
Fourthly,, repeated impressions fix a method firmly and it 
beoomes ingrained in ua; sometimes a profound and prolonged 
single impression returns with sudden force and continues 
to return at Intervals. The unconsciousness with which 
bodily development and physiological functions proceed, and 
the occasional inheritance of mutilations,are explicable In 
light of this factor, fifthly, since heredity and memory 
are the same, no animal develops important new structures 
after the age at «hl*h its species begins to continue its 
race—to reproduce, because there is no continuous memory 
for it to fall back upon after that time ; the animal con­
tinues for a while on its own impetus, and eventually de­
cays through failure of any memory to tell it what to do. 
This factor explains the fact the puberty indicates the 
approach of maturity, and the phenomena of middle life and 
25 
old age, lastly, Butler reasons that thoee organisms shloh 
take the longest to reach jaaturlty should be the longeet-
llved, for they have reoeireâ the most benefit of memory, 
14 
Longavity le explained by thl8 faotor, 
Butler's final position, then, !*: *e gro* our limb* 
and have our instinots because *@ remember growing these 
limbs and having these inatinots when *e were our anoestors. 
Bach organism adds an almost inappreciable amount of experi-
#nce to the store of memory. Thus *e have formed habita 
whieh *e seldom, but sometimes, break. Variations, the ao-
oummlatloE of which results in speoies, will be recognized 
as due to the deaire* and wills of the organisms. Thus 
Butler, and subsequently 8haw, went beyond Lammrek, and put 
mind back Into the uniTerse. Eventually, epeeies developed 
the power of willing or desiring a change without previous 
change In the universe. They could change simply because 
they desired to ehange* 
Joad, in his book Samuel Butler, summarizes the prin­
cipal philosophical and metaphysical implications of But­
ler's biological theory. Most of these philosophical and 
metaphysical ideas were in the last of Butler** books on 
evolution, luck end cunning. According to Mr. Joad, 
Butler said that life is that property of matter whereby 
14. ïbia.. pp. 5SZ-3S? 
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It can remember. It arose and developed from some thing or 
things not living at all «hlch had grovn up In a manaer 
similar to that by which man has developed from the amoeba. 
But Butler also says that he oan oonoelve of no matter that 
1* not able to remember something, and thereby deetroys the 
distinction between organic and inorganic. If no such dis­
tinction exists, *hat is death? It is the breaking up of 
an association of living organisms,  
Bhat is God? Mr. Joad, answering according to Butler's 
theories, indicates that 
God Is everywhere and is everything. He is nothing 
more nor less than life. He Is therefore, identified 
with me; and also with you. *e are, moreover, Identl-
fled ulth each other, I being by Butler*s la# of 
Identity simply a nee edition of the primordial cell 
of life, and you by the #sme law being another edition 
of the same eell. But a man Is his ancestors; there-
fore, since our ancestors are one, you and I are one. 
And as I am ultimately one with my protoplasmic an-
castors, and you with yours, so are we both, in virtue 
of our partlelpation in life, one wlthj&od. Thus God 
is the sum total of all that is llfe.i* 
Thus, If all life were eliminated from the universe there 
would be no God, But since there is no inorganic matter In 
the universe there would be no universe either. 
It is evident that Samuel Butler is serious, when he 
says in Erewhon Revisited that; 
1, God is the baseless basis of all thoughts, 
things, and deeds. 
Is. ST*Wr M. Joad, Samuel Butler, pp. 48-49. 
16. Ibid.. pp. 49-50. 
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2, So that those *ho say that there Is a God, 
lie, unless they also mem that there is no God; and 
those who say that there is no God, lie, unless they 
also mean that there is a God. 
5. It is very true to say thct man is made after 
the likeness of God; and yet it Is very untrue to say 
this. 
4. God lives and moves In every atom throughout 
the univerae. Therefore It Is %rong to think of Blm 
as and #E#', save as by the olutohing of a 
drowning man at a stra#, 
5. God Is God to us only so long as me oannot 
see him. When #e are near to seeing Blm He vanishes, 
and *e behold Nature in Els stead. 
6. we approaoh aim most nearly #hen #e think of 
Elm aa our ezpresslon for Man's highest oonoeptlon, 
of goodness, #lsdoa+ and poser. But *e cannot rise 
to Blm above the level of our o#n highest selves. 
7. We remove ourselves most far from Him *hen 
*e invest him #lth human form and attributes. 
8. My father the sun, the earth, the moon, and 
all planets that roll round my father, are to God but 
as a single oell in our bodies to ourselves. 
9. Ee is as much above my father, as my father 
Is above men and women, 
10. The universe Is instinct #ith the mind of 
God. The mind of God Is in all that has mind through-
out all worlds. There is no God but the Universe, and 
man, In this world Is his prophet, 
11. God's oonscloua life, naseent, so far as 
this world is eonearnad. In the infusoria, adolescent 
in the higher mmmmala, approaohea maturity on this 
earth in man, ill these living beings are members 
one of another, and of God. 
12. Therefore, as men oannot live without God 
In the world, so neither can God live in this world 
without mankind. 
15, If we speak ill of God in our Ignorance it 
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may be forgiven us; but If speak 111 of His Holy 
Spirit dwelling Im good men and women It may not be 
forgiven us.l" 
Numbers six end eleven inOloate that life In man is 
approaching God, ThlG idea of an evolving God is the pa-
*lo philosophic Idea in George Bernard Sha*. An examina­
tion of Sha**B philosophie oonoepts #111 show that Sha# 
discarded early conventional religious beliefs and turned 
to a philosophy which was based on the theories of Samuel 
Butler. 
* • Samuel Butler, Erewhon Revisited» pp. 489-490. 
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CBAPTER III 
FROM OEURCa Of ENGLAND TO CREATlfE EVOLUTION 
George Bernard Sha* *as, by Infant baptl&m, a member 
of the Protestant Zplseopal Church but saye that he could 
not "believe more than t%o tenets of Ite oreed, and these 
only In an entirely unoonventlonal sense,"! ",.,Ae I gye* 
up," he tells us, "I found that I had to choose between 
Evolution and Genesis,He qould not accept the religion 
of the Churoh of England; writing about himself in the 
eighteen seventies, he says, "I had disoarded the religion 
of my forefathers."® 
The anthropomorphio, vindictive, oaprieious God of 
the Churoh of England did not appeal to Bernard Shai. Es 
could not accept a God that was "as almighty fiend, with 
a petty character and unlimited power, spiteful, cruel, 
jealous, vindictive, and physically violent."* 
In 1562 the Churoh, In eonvooation in London "for 
the avoiding of diversities of opinions and for the 
establishment of eonaent touching true religion," 
proolaimed in their first utterance, and as an 
1, George Bernard Shaw, "What Is My Religious Faith?" 
Sixteen self Sketohes, p# 119, 
È, George Bernard Shaw, Baok to Methuselah, preface, 
p. iz, 
3» Ibid» t p, %%• 
4, Ibid., p. xxxix. 
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Artiole of Religion, that God Is "without body, parts, 
or passion*," or, as we say an Blao Vital or Life 
Force. Unfortunately neither parents, parsons, nor 
pedagogues could be induced to adopt that article.° 
"Parente, parsons, and pedagogues" olung to a God nho, far 
from "being without body, parte, or passions, was composed 
of nothing else, and of very evil passions too."* 
The## people held that pain and poverty, cruelty and suffer­
ing, deformity and misfortune were part of God*s bounty. 
Shaw could not accept this idea of God, which he says was 
Imposed upon the First Article. It was this idol that Shaw, 
like many other advanced free-thinkers of his day, chal­
lenged; he offered to give this God an opportunity to prove 
his existence fey striking him dead within five minutes. 
But it was not the social vices of this God that 
brought him low; it was the eaprloiousness with which he 
acted. It was an Intolerable conception of God to the 
scientist: 
What made It scientifically intolerable was that It 
was ready at a moment's notice to upset the whole 
order of the universe on the most trum,pery provoca­
tion, whether by etopplng the sun in the valley of 
Ajalon or sending an atheist home dead on a shutter 
(the shutter warn indispensable because it marked the 
utter unpreparedness of the atheist, who unable to 
save himself by a deathbed repentance, was subse­
quently roasted through all eternity In blazing 
brimstone).7 
d. ibid., p. xxxix. 
6. Loo, oit. 
7. Ibid., p. zxxlx* 
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The aolentlQts, aa well as the athelate, challenged the 
aathropoaorphlo God of the Churoh of England. But the 
solentists, unlike the atheists, felt that everything must 
be aooounted for; atheism aooounted for nothing, Charlea 
Darwin reaoued the solentists from this Almighty Fiend, 
aad atlll aooounted for life. The great naturalist's 
Origin of Spsoies shoised that the development and survival 
of life on earth eould be explained without the help or 
hlndranoe of any god. Darwin pointed out that only those 
animals whloh are adapted to the environment survive—the 
giraffe that la luoky enough to have the longest neck gets 
the best food, becomes the strongest, secures the strongest 
and tallest mate, and produces offspring which survive. 
Only the forms of life which suit the earth are sustained. 
The process»-blinâ, automatic, accidentai—needs no god to 
make it work. Circumstaatial# or Natural, Selection got 
rid of the Almighty Fiend, the unscientific God. 
Shaw tells us that Darwin was greeted with wild re­
joicing, "a sort of solentlfio mafficking."® But he also 
warns that we do not realize all that the Darwinian theory 
involves, Samuel Butler was the first to point out that 
this doctrine of Natural Selection was unacceptable, that 
it made our development a matter of freakish chance and 
msshanioal law, that it had "banished mind from the universe." 
W. Ibid,, p. Ill, 
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Ereryoae else, however, gas "going to the aevil %ith the 
utmoGt oheerrulness. Everyoae mho had mlad to change, 
changed sha* declares that all the Imtelleotuals 
"rushed dosa a steep place" to the "brink of the bottom­
less pit." The full slgniflcaDce of the Darwinlaa theory 
had not damned upon them» The full realization of the 
theory made it as unacceptable as the anthropomorphic God 
to Butler and, subsequently, to 8ha#. As Butler had re­
acted, 50 does Sha#: 
...When its *hole significance dawns on you, your 
heart sinks into a heap of sand within you. There 
is a hideous fataliam about it, a ghastly and damn­
able reduction of beauty and intelligence, of 
and purpose, of honor and aspiration, to such oasual-
ly picturesque dianges as en avalanche may make in a 
mountain landscape, or a rail«ay accident in a human 
figure. To call this Hatural Selection is a bias-
phemy, possible to many for *hom Nature is nothing 
but a casual aggregation of inert and dead matter, 
but eternally impossible to the spirits and souls of 
the righteous. If it.be no blasphemy, but a truth 
of seience, then the stars of heaven, the showers 
and dew, the winter and summer, the fire and heat, 
the mountains and hills, may no longey b* called to 
exalt the lord with us by praise; their work is to 
modify all things by blindly starving and murdering 
everything that Is not lucky enough to survive in 
the universal struggle for hogwash.iO 
As Shaw could not accept the doctrine of the Chureh 
of England as his philosophy, he could not accept the 
philosophy of the neo-Darwinians, (He# unlike Butler, 
9. IWa.. p. aivii. 
10. Ibid., pp. zili-zliii. 
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383 careful to dletlagulsh tetveen Cbazles Darela end the 
DGo-Dar%lalacs; he flaally reached the ooaoluslon that 
Darwlr %as aot really a Darwinian at all because the process 
he discoYGred %&s a&T&noea only as _g. method of eYolutlon, 
not as the method.) But Sha* had decided that he must 
choose between evolution and Genesis, ^as there no esaap-
Ing the horns of this dll&mna? Must Sha* be Impaled by an 
anthropomorphic, cruel God, with a vindictive purpose and 
a capricious *111? Was this aorse than being Impaled by no 
God, with no purpose, and no *111? Was there no alternative? 
For gha*# aa for Butler, there was. 
8ha* had seen that there Is evidence of design In the 
universe. Ee says; 
It *88 easy to thro* the bogey Into the dust-bin; but 
none the less the world, our corner of the universe, 
did not look like a pure accident; It presented evi-
denoes of design In every direction. There was mind 
and purpose behind It.^l 
Yet to admit this purpose seemed to Involve letting the 
bogpy come back--oallla6 In Satan to cast out Satan. But 
8ha* does not believe that belief in design necessitates 
belief In the bogey--the God *lth body, parts, and passions. 
Ee does not believe that the admission of an effeot--ln 
this case, the evidence of purpose or design Is an effect-* 
necessitates the admlssloa of a cause. The problem was, 
HI ÏSÎHT, p. %%%vll. 
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for aot a cau&t aad effect problem. He says: 
Koboay /among thoae ia search of a first cauag/ 
thought of saying that th# ultimate problem* of ez-
latence, being clearly insoluble and evan unthlak-
able OS p*u#ablon lines» couM not be a caueatloa 
grdblam.id 
For Sha*, the effect waa really the cause; he placed no 
faith whatsoever In the cause and effect seguenoe accepted 
by science, 
I do not accept even the eJaost unquestioned sequence 
of Cause amd Effect* It ie the other #ay about *ith 
me. Bar pure accident. It is the aim, the purpose, 
the Intended effect, that produces its #o-oalled 
cause. If I shoot my neighbor it is not the fault of 
the gun and its trigger, nor is the rope the cause of 
my execution. Both are the effects of my Intention 
to murder and the jury's menee of juatice.^* 
The purpose, aim, intended effect have produce* all the 
evidences that #e call effects. Life, then, is really not 
an effect ; it is a cause produced by the purpose of the uni-
verse. The purpcae behind the univeree hae the pomer to 
create life, but does not have the power to attain itself, 
to become fact instead of idea. The purpose is, as Sha* 
expreesea it in one place, "a whirlpool in pure force" that 
seeks to become "a whirlpool in pure intelligence."^^ This 
is a philosophy of will, of the Life Force, of Creative 
tbld., p. zxxvi. 
13. George Bernard Shaw, "What la My Bellgioua faith?" 
Sixteen Self Sketches, p. 125, 
14. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, p, 261. 
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Evolution. 
This creed of Shaw's Insists that there is a spiritual 
po%6r--the element mhloh Butler demanded—in. the universe. 
Life is the "satisfaction of a p&esioo in us of which re 
can give no account whatsoever,Later Sha% calls this 
passion the Life force (after Ber^son's elan vital). Cf 
its origin %e knog nothing. This force is neither ell-
poaerful nor all-knomlne, but strives, through its own 
creations, to become both. Since the Life Force follows 
an evolutionary process in its development of the ruroose, 
it proceeds by trial and error. Ifan is the latest trial, 
and may be an error, but he is not a bnse accident of na­
ture, 88 rarmin and his followers say he is. Thus Sha* 
finds that there is an alternative—Butler's alternstive; 
he need not accept either the bo^ey or the rar^iaiaa theory 
of Natural Selection. 
Evolution, as an idea, is as old as, or older than, 
Aristotle. By the end of the eighteenth century, however, 
evolution, %ith the help of the mlcroscoce, becaac estab­
lished as scientific fact, Charles Darmln's grandfather, 
Erasmus Darrin, had said that the %orld tas evolved, not 
created. The Hou mas established; the Why remained unan-
ensmered. Sha« feels that Larmirdcfound the answer to the 
Why; he says: 
Lamarck, whilst making many ingenious sur^estions as 
15. aeorffe Bernard Sha^, "The Sanity of Art," as 
quoted by Eric Bentley, Bernard Shaw, p. 49. 
to tbs reaotloB of ezternal causeG on life and habit, 
such as ebanges of climate, food supply, geological 
and so forth, really held as his f^n&amen-
tal proposition that living organisms changed because 
they wanted to. As he stated it, the great factor in 
Evolution is use and disuse,^® 
Shaw reduce# Lamar ok* s eatplanatlon of the Why to a simple 
statement. Living organisms changed because they wanted to; 
th# giraffe had grown hi# aeok by willing It. Thue, for 
Lamarck, end for neo-Lamaroklans like Butler and Shaw, where 
there was life there was will. Lamrok had left man his 
#oul; Darwin had not. D&rwln had aoted homeopathloally 
upon Butler, and Shaw followed in Butler's footsteps. 
The first dramatization of Creative Evolution is in 
8h#w*m Man and Superman, The essence of Shaw+s philosophy 
appears In the third act, Don Juan In Sell. In Act III 
Shaw presents Don Juan as a philosophic man. This act, the 
dream in Hell, was usually omitted In stage productions, 
however, and was largely Ignored by the general public. 
In the other three acts of the play, Shaw presents wo-
man as the life force Incarnate. Woman Is *the pursuer and 
contriver, man the pursued and disposed of,"l? The Don Juan, 
Tanner, "is the quarry Instead of the huntsman."!® Yet, 
ISl Gioxge Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. %%il. 
17, George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, Epistle 
Dedicatory, p. 496, 
...he la G true Daa Juaa, «ith a se&ee of reality 
that disables ooEveation, defying to the last the 
fate mhioh floaliy overtakes him. The soman* s need 
of him to enable her to oarry on Nature* a most ur-
y;eat #ork, does not prevail against him until his 
resistance gathers her energy to a olimaz at which 
she d&res tw thro* a*ay her customary exploitations 
of the Qonventional affectionate and dutiful poses» 
amd claim him by natural right for a purpose that 
far transcends their mortal personal purposes. 
The Life Force *111 have its way» however» and Tanner 
succumbs to Ann, portrayed by Shai as Sverymoman. "Mac 
is Woman*8 contrivance for fulfilling Nature's behest in 
the most economical way,"^® and must succumb to the laws 
of Nature. 
Although the three acts discussed in the previous 
paragraph mere Immensely successful, the fourth act, which 
is a statement of Shaw's religion, «as almost completely 
ignored. Sha* «rites, in 1020: 
...In 1901, I took the legend of Don Juan in its 
Hozartian form and made it a dramatic parable of 
Creative Evolution. But being then at the height of 
my invention and comedic talent, I decorated it toe 
brilliantly and lavishly. I surrounded it with a 
comedy of which it formed only one act, and that act 
nas so completely episodical (it was a dream which 
did not affect the action of the piece) that the come­
dy could be detached and played by Itself... The ef-
fect «as *0 vertiginous, apparently, that nobody 
noticed the nen religion in the centre of the intel­
lectual whirlpool. 
19. Ibid., p. 497. 
20, George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, p. 624. 
SI. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah» preface, 
p. Ixxxiz, 
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This act presents Shag's Ide s on an Imperfect God—a drlv-
1ns force behind all evolutionary processes. 
...Life Is a force which has made innumerable eiperl-
ments in organizing Itself; ...the mammoth and the 
man, the mquse and the megatherium, the flies and the 
fleas and the fathers of the Church, are all more or 
less successful attempts to build up that ram force 
into higher and higher Individuals, the Ideal indi­
vidual t^lng omnipotent, omniscient, infallible, and 
withal oompletelv\ unllludedly self-conscious: in 
short, a god...22 
It is *the force that ever strives to attain greater power 
of contemplating Itself." Toward this end the Life Force 
has created organs of power and intelligence; It began 
*lth the amoeba and has got as far as man.^^ Men are the 
Instruments and agents of the Life ForGe--*hioh is Sod in 
the process of creating himself. It is the duty of man to 
help achieve God, to help create God. Don Juan declares: 
...I sing, not arms and the hero, but the philosophic 
man: he #ho seeks in contemplation to discover the 
Inner *111 of the morld. In invention to discover the 
means of fulfilling that *111, and in action to do that 
*111 by the so-discovered means. Cf all other sorts 
of men I declare myself tired. They are tedious fall-
ures.Bo 
22. George Bernard 8ha*, Kan and Superman, p. 626. 
25. Ibid., p. 617. 
24. Notice a^ far as. She* warns us that %e can be 
scrapped and a nem experiment tried if *e do not prove ade­
quate: "The poRer that produced Man when the monkey mas 
not up to the mark can produce a higher creature than Man 
if Man does not come up to the mark." Back to Methuselah, 
preface, p. zvll. 
25. George Bernard Sha*, Man and Superman, p. 628. 
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Aad. he ooatlnues: 
I tell you that as lonr as I can eonceive something 
better than myself I oannot be easy unless I am 
striving to bring it into ezletence or clearing the 
way for it. That is the law of my life. That is the 
working within me of Lifers inoessant aspiration to 
higher orgcalzation, wider, deeper, intenser se^f-
oonaoiousnesa, and clearer self-understanding. 
These are really an expression of Shaw's philosophy. In 
the "Epistle Dedicatory" 8&âw gtate*; 
This is the true joy in life, the being used for a 
purpose recognized by yourself as a mighty one; the 
being thoroughly worn out before you are thrown on 
the scrap heap; the being a force of Nature instead 
of a feverish selfish little clod of ailments and 
grievances complaining that the world will not de­
vote itself to making you happy. And also the only 
real tragedy in life is the being used by personal­
ly minded men for purposes which you recognize to 
be base. All the rest is at worst mere misfortune 
or morality: this alone is misery, slavery, hall on 
earth...27 
With Back to Methuselah Shaw felt that he filled his 
natural function as an artist—he becaoe "an Iconographer 
of the religion of his time." He presented in it a "Bible 
for Creative Evolution," 'a meteblologlcal Pentateuch." 
It is an expansion of the idea of Creative Evolution pre­
sented in Man and Superman. The recipe for the improvement 
of clvlllaation is, in Back to Methuselah, longevity, 
rather than eugenic breeding as it was in Man and Superman. 
Shaw feels that the duration of life is changeable ut will: 
SBC: Ibid., p, 641. 
27. Ibid., Epistle Dedicatory, p. 511. 
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I f  %G desire to live longer, and mill to live longer, we 
can live longer. All that is necessary to make ma& ex­
tend his present span is that he be oonvinoed of the neces­
sity ^of st least outliving his taste for golf and cigars^V^^^ 
8ha% asserts in this play that man must live longer if 
oivilization is to be saved. Increased longevity might 
make men more serious and responsible by making them more 
farsighted. For Shaw it is, at least, a stone that %e have 
left unturned, and that may be worth turning. Back to 
Methuselah is a demonstration of the process. In the final 
act of the play, which takes place thirty thousand years 
hence, the Ancients achieve an immortality limited only 
by the possibility and probability of a fatal accident. 
Their aim is to become immortal, to overcome subjection to 
death, to get rid of their bodies. The She-Ancient says, 
"The day mill come when there will be no people, only 
thought." This is their aim, their purpose. Each of the 
ancients alshes to be a spirit, a "vortex freed from mat­
ter.../a/ whirlpool In pure intelligence."29 gut me must 
remember that, for Sha*, thought is a passion like any 
other passion. It Is the evolving pasclon, the satisfaction 
of which will be ecstasy. In the final act of Back to 
28. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. xlz. 
29. George Bernard Shaw, Back to JKethuselah, p. 261. 
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Methuselah the aaclent a&smers the charge that he leads a 
miserable ezlstence %lth "Infant: one moment of the ecstasy 
of life as we live It mould strike you dead.n^O 
must remember, too, that Gha* champions activity and Im­
pulse. It is not only "contemplation to discover the In­
ner will of the %orld" but "invention to discover the means 
of fulfilling that will" that Sha% champions. As Eric 
Bentley states: 
The paradoz ezpressed in the Vitallst plays la that 
what 8ha% accepts in the place of ldea8--namely, im­
pulse, activity, and the llke--itself leads to thought, 
to ideas. 
The end, as expressed in Back to Methuselah, is certainly 
pure intellect. But had Shaw really decided that pure in­
tellect was the end of life? Even Lllith, who came before 
Adam and Eve, seems not to know. In her summary of the 
evolutionary process so far, which is worth quoting for 
the pure poetry, she reviews the history of man and looks 
into the future: 
They /men/have redeemed themselves from their vile-
ness, and turned away from their sins. Best of all, 
they are still not satisfied; the impulse I g&v* 
them in that day when I sundered myself in twain and 
launched Man and Woman on the earth still urges them; 
after passing a million goals they press on to the 
goal of redemption from the flesh, to the vortez 
freed from matter, to the whirlpool in pure intelli­
gence that, when the world began, was a whirlpool in 
ZClIbid., p. 208. 
31. Eric Bentley, Bernard Shew, p. 58. 
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pure foroe. And though all that they have done seems 
but the first hour of the Infinite work of oreation, 
yet I %ill not supersede them until they have forded 
this last stream that lies between flssh and spirit, 
and disentangled their life from the matter that has 
always mocked It, I oan %alt: waiting and patience 
mean nothing to the eternal.*. Of Life only Is there 
no end; and though of its million starry mansions 
many are empty and many still unbuilt, and though Its 
vast domain Is as yet unbearably desert, my seed shall 
one day fill It and master Its matter to Its utter­
most confines. And for what may be beyond, the eye­
sight of Llll%h Is too short. It is enough that there 
is a beyond, 
Will man be superseded after he h^^ forded the last stream, 
after he has disentangled life from matter? Does Llllth 
know %hat Is beyond? Does Shaw know? If the eyesight of 
Llllth Is too short for what Is beyond, Is it likely that 
Shaw could see beyond? Had Shaw decided the ultimate end 
and purpose of ezlstenoe, or was life still "the satlsfao-
tlon of a passion In us of which we can give no account 
whatsoever"? For Shaw, It was enough that there Is a be­
yond, Ee says, when asked the meaning of the "world-
comedy*: 
It Is this thoughtless demand for a meaning that pro­
duces the comedy... Tou expect me to prate about the 
Absolute, about Reality, about The First Cause, and 
to answer the universal Why, When I see these aords 
In print the book goes Into the basket. Good morn-
lng.33 
Mb better summary of the guiding philosophy of Shaw's 
32, George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, pn, 261-
262, 
35, George Bernard Shaw, "^ho I Am, and What I Think," 
Sixteen Self Sketches, pp. 90-91. 
life can be GlTSD, than one la Shaw's aords. The fol-
loo^n^ letter^- suaaarlzee, "roughly and histlly,^ but 
edequ&telj, ^h&%'s phllooophy; 
10 Adelphi Terrace 
London %. C. 
February 14, 1910 
My dear Count Tolsto ': 
...Tbu will see that ay theology and my explana­
tion of the existence of evil is expressed roughly by 
Blanco. To me God does not yet exist; but there is a 
creative force constantly struggling to evolve an 
executive organ of godlike knowledge and power: that 
is, to achieve omnipotence and omnlsolence; and every 
man and woman born is a fresh attempt to achieve this 
object. 
The current theory that God already exists in 
perfection Involves the belief that God deliberately 
created something lower than Himself when He might 
just as easily have crcated something equally perfect 
This Is a horrible belief: it could only have arisen 
among people whose notion of greatness is to be sur­
rounded by Inferior beings—like a Russian nobleaan--
and to enjoy the sense of superiority to them. 
To my mind, unless we conceive God as engaged In 
a continual struggle to surpass himself—as striving 
at every birth to make a better man than before--we 
are oonoelvins nothing better than an omnipotent snob 
Also, we are compelled by the theory of God's 
already achieved perfection to make Rim a devil as 
well as a god, because of the existence of evil. The 
god of love, if omnipotent and omniscient, must be 
the god of cancer and epilepsy as %ell. The great 
English poet William Blake concludes his poem "The 
Tiger" with the question: Did he who made the lamb 
mak^ thee? 
#4. Compare this letter with Samuel Butler's state­
ments on God in Erewhon Eevlslted, quoted at the end of 
Chapter II. 
4L 
Whoever admits that anything living is evil must 
either believe that God is malignantly capable of 
creating evil, or else believe that God has m&ue many 
mistakes In his attempts to asks a perfect bein?. But 
if you believe, as I do, and as Blanoo ^osnet finally 
guesses, thct the oroun baoillus an earlv attempt 
to create a higher teins than anything achieved before 
that time, and that the only aay to remedy the ^^3-
take %&s to create a still higher being, part of mhose 
mork must be the destruction of th^t bnciilus, the sz-
istcnce of evil ceases to present any problem; end TC 
come to understand that %e are acrt to aelr God, to 
do his «ork, to reaedy hiz old errors, to strive to­
ward Godhead ourselves. 
I put all this very roughly and hastily; but ^ou 
%i 1 have no trouble in .akin^ out meaning. At is 
ell in ̂ an and Superman; but ezrressed in another %ay 
—not in the %ay that an uaeduoated men can understand. 
7ou say that ay mauner in that book ^as not serious 
enough--that I make people laugh in my aost earnest 
moments. But why should I not? Why should humor and 
laughter be excommunicated^ Suppose the vorld ere 
only one of God's jokes, would you work any the less 
to make it a good joke instead of a bad one 
Yours sinoerelv, 
35 
G. Bernard Shn^ 
Samuel Butler and George Bernard Cham, then, reacted 
against both the conventional theology of the late nine­
teenth century and the materialistic amoralism of the Neo-
Darmlnlans. The theories of society advanced by the two 
men are a result of this reaction. 
35. George Bernard 8ha%, as quoted in Archibald 
Henderson, Bernard 3ha\, ll^yboy and irophet, pp. 
The neo-Darmlalan thsory reduoed. the universe to a 
complicated sieohanlsa 1^ maioh nature prooeeJc aa a 
machlnG proceeds. All actloaa In nature are the result 
of ac^OTiatlc Interactions of Its various parts. To this 
mechanistic, msterialistlc vle% of the universe, all the 
major sciences contributed: bloloTy, physios, astronomy, 
and gGolO'j^ ell helped "prove,^ for the :^ateriillsts, this 
philosophic vie% of the universe. Finally, olnd too mas 
subdued by the aaterigllsts to the re ilreaents of the 
mechanistic hypothesis. Mr, Joad points out that the ma­
terialists finally concluded that "...causation proceeds 
alûayc fron the physical tc the mental, and the.e can be 
1 
no mental event without a preceding physical event.In 
such c philosophy mind loses its creative povers and be­
comes merely reflective. 
Its function Is that of e mirror to reflect or regis­
ter occurrences in the brain; it has no poRcr tc ini­
tiate anything %hioh is not in the brain, end nothing 
can appear in it which is not also appearing in the 
brain. It is, In short, simply the brain's awareness 
of itself,2 
The chain of causation is therefore complete—without 
n C. 2. II. Joad, Samuel Butler, pp. 67-68. 
2. Ibid., p. 68, 
miad, design, or will enter lag at any point, life la not 
the importan» thine. As Joac states: 
life, then, %a8 regarded not ns the one significant 
thing in the Universe in term^ of nhioh %e are to 
interpret the rest, but ms en Incidental product 
thrown up'in the course of evolution, a aert eCdy 
in the primaeval all&e, a fortuitous development of 
matter, by means of %hioh matter hoc by a fluke be­
come concciouc of itself... In every direction the 
material and the brutal uncerlaT and conaitioned the 
vital and the spiritual; metter everywhere determined 
mind; mind nowhere determined matter.& 
This belief in scicntiflo and materialistlo determin­
ism could not be accepted by Butler or Cha#, because it ia 
a vie* which reflects egeinet man's natural belief in the 
significance of lif^ and of human life In particular. 
Their argument became one of free clll against determln-
ism, of mind against matter. Butler, and later mould 
not accept the attitude of 80ience--the attitude that be­
lieves something only %hen it hcs been sclcntificnlly 
proved. Cn the contrary, they aere forerunners of the 
tm^ntleth century biologiste, Professors Thomson and Geddes 
zLom Joad quotes as saying: 
,.«Re cannot but think that the secret of variability 
Ilea yet deeper, in the very nature of the living or­
ganism itself\ It has been a proteus from the first; 
changefulness in Ite most nbldinr quality; in short, 
the esrence of the creature Is its Innate creitlvenesa 
These aords could have been said by Butler, a predecessor o 
Ibid., pp. 69-7C. 
4. Ibid., p. 62. 
the professors, or by 3ha?, their oonteoporsry. Both Butler 
and nba% %ould have been pleased %ith the optimise of ùuoh 
s theory. They could not aooept the philosophy of thn ma­
terialists beoauae it gas & defeatlst philosophy. It was 
not a philosophy they could live by, a philosophy they 
could really believe. By adalttlag ^l^nate oreatlvcness," 
mind; purpose, or the Life Force, the Vltallst could ei-
plain Tariatlvs; the materialist had au ezplaaatioa except 
oh&nse—^hich Is hardly explanation. The Vlkallst could 
a&s%er the question ''Jhy does evolution continue?^ The ma­
terialist could not. Butler and Sham asserted their belief 
in the ability of mind to deter&ine and control matter. 
They %ere on the side of the vitallsts, and based their 
theories of society and institutions on this basic philo­
sophic concept, 
Samuel Butler aas not a scientist; his science %a8 
chiefly organized oo^uon sense. Because he %as not, the 
nen of science refused to conalder, or else rejected, his 
Tie^s. This rejection of ideas led Butler to ^ hatred of 
scientific; profesalonalls# an' authoritarianism that la 
evident In most of his %ork:. ^^vement from this point to 
a general hatred of profeasionallsa authorltaflanlam Is 
natural. Butler made this movement, but there Is a more 
substantial basis for his hatred of all authoritarianism. 
Butler distrusted systems, prinoinleR and absolutes; he 
iù In nil trut^, Tlrt^e, %o?-
allty, action, hsC net Actleflcd rlth the 
Obrlrtl^n rcllr1&3 eB he knen It, cculf L:/. belifTT 
la Its ouismuvUT^l clcacnts, 5%d Ci^a^reeJ ^Ith rnnr 
tha a^ral prineiplvr. nnd the of th" ehitroh, 
rslt tbk olUTC^ e^crlflced people, or to 
rrlaci.1%^. yflthrr cn^ld he bcli^Tc In t%c ree-^rr"lnlm^ 
t^c^ry, %hlùh 3t best an azoijl theory thst ^^3 b .^ad 
o& fcfcly BclcrtiflG ;%lnolples any 
lapllcatlù^z, U% objf^too to ike co^ lete belief 
la re&Aon /.uller har " rnegl r ffroh 
&&& oonolj^luu 
thuv ro %Lloh shoulC rc perfrotly uro^ 
f^KTS %^s poselvle, InsgMuoh re no &&e could ^Qt 
b&hl%i xlshop ^sykeley, and tlarefora no aba^lutely 
InocLtroT&rtlblG flr&t ^re^ljc 2,;%^ be lalâ.^ 
reall^atlc^ that no s^rtc- o^vld bs jttslnfd aellnritc 
yrr^Gt %n1 ft 
If the^c 1# perr^ct ry&te;:: %blch u" c r. 
jud^c Itre, horn then ccn k23% ho- to live" To-
^80^3? knoT Is fhnt 1% b%G; aLat ir 
end #hat Is sinful? By the results, answers 4.^^ in 
\ 
ao^^GTlnc th%e la e corwe^es, 
sh'[ hi" o^lterl^a or c., tr^lL 1% t ooM-
ocnas itrclf th& ^reat %sjorliy of &t^Gi\l« ^ucccoo-
" - y ,  '  . ^ J L  Tr^ Ac^ of All ̂ l^ch, n, ^5?. 
people^G—ig not infallible, Hom arc re tc knor the 
exoeptlons? Butler replies that there 1 s a "rough aiid 
ready, rule-of-thumb tast of truth" but that there i-j. 
also a residue of cases In whloh decision Is diffioult--
"80 difficult that a man had better folio? his Instinct 
than attempt to decide thea by any process of reasoning."7 
Thus instinct becomes the ultimate court of appeal. And 
%hat is instinct? "It is & mode of faith In the evidence 
of things nut actually seen.^G It is for Butler a biolog­
ical factor. 1,?6 are fulfilling the intentions of life as 
they arc revealed to us through a faculty developed in us 
in past ages—the Life Torce. Those %no live aoet suc­
cessfully are those mhose instincbs guide then most truly. 
Ue cannot follow rules in life, because of the inconstancy 
of results. Kkat may contribute to a man's happiness nine 
times, may contribute to his unh&ppiness the tenth. There­
fore, %e must not trust principles governing good and bad, 
unless they, too, are inconst-nt and relative. Zan must 
follor his instinct: 
[girtu^springsfrom man's eiperlence conoernin^ his 
own well being,.. The world has long &jo settled 
that morality and virtue are %h&t bring nen peace 
at the last. ...xe are all of a mind about the main 
6l Tbid., p. 305. 
7' Ibid., pp. 30e-Ô. 
S. Ibid., p. 006. 
opinion that virtue is Mh.at_tead8 to hacpiaess, and 
?loe ghat ends In sorrow, /but% we are not so unani­
mous about details—th&t Is to say as to whether 
given course, such, we will eay, as smoking, has a 
tendency to happiness or the reverse.9 
The st^kdards by mhich man ^^acures the results of 
follo^inj his instincts are personal standards: 
He aho takes the highest and a^st self-respecting 
vie% of his own welfare ̂ nlch it is in his ̂ o^er to 
oonoeive, and adheres to it in spite of convention­
ality, is a Christian whether he kno%8 it and calls 
himself one, or whether he does not. 
But these standards are also social standards ahioh con­
sider the majority: "Right...is %hat seems ri^ht to the 
majority of sensible, well-to-do people.Conformity 
therefore, is at times advisable. The majority usually 
know what is ROod for them and when they do know it is 
wise to follow the majority. Among the Srewhonians, the 
goddess Ydgrun ("Conformity until absolutely intolerable 
is a law of Ydgrun."1^) is really the only goddess that 
is worshinped. Higgs, the narrator of the story, says 
of this goddess, whose name is a corruption of "Grundy": 
...She mas a benefiolent and useful deity, %ho fid 
not oare hoR much she %as denied so long as she ̂ as 
obeyed anc feared, and %ho kept hundreds of thousand 
in those paths which make life tolerably happy, uho 
would never have been kept there otherwise, and ever 
9. Ibid., p. 89. 
10. Ibid., p. 320. 
11. Ibid., p. b04. 
12. Samuel Butler, Erewhon, p. 167. 
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a ̂ Igher and more spiritual Ideal mould have no 
power. 
Conformity, the%, is often the best m^^ns of attaining the 
aim of life, %hloh is, for lutler, "promoting the gre^^est 
harplnezs cf the greatest number.This aim, %hioh is 
sound Utilitarianlam, is attained by most men, and in 
oiroumst/noes through "pleasure—tangible material ni-os-
T K 
perlty in this %oria..." ^ 
Butler's biologic*! studies and his studies of the 
Bible concerning the resurrection of Jesus Christ led him 
to this conclusion that h&pt^ness and pleasure %ere the 
ends toward %hloh each person should strive. He concluded 
from his studies that there %as no afterlife except one of 
vicarious existence, and that, therefore, one should make 
the most of this life, this morld. In Erewhon revisited 
there is a chapter entitled "President Gargoyle's Pamphlet 
'On the Thyslcs of Vicarious Existence,'" This chapter 
probably contains Butler's o%n vieas on immortality. Dr. 
Gargoyle begins by showing that no bard and fnst line be­
tween life and Ceoth exists: 
Life...lies not in bodily organs, but in the po^sr 
to use them, and in the use that is made of them--
thnt is to say. In the aork they do... "Those,^ he 
15. Ibid., p. 165. 
14. Samuel Butler, Zremhon Hevlslted, p. 455. 
15. Samuel Butler, The %ay of All Flesh, p. 91. 
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argued, "mho make the life of a man reside althln 
his body, are like one who should mist&ke the car­
penter's tool-box for the carpenter,"-* 
Thus a doee %ot die %hen the body dies, but regains 
alive the Torks of that body. He continues to influ­
ence other lives; he lives vicariously, 
.. .-.lany live but a short tiae when the breath is out 
of them, rea seeds geraiuate as compared %ith those 
that rot or are eaten and most of this world's deni­
zens are little more than still-born as regards the 
larger life, %bile none are Immortal to the end of 
time...!' 
It is evident that no man is truly Immortal, and that most 
men die soon after the body dies—yea, that many men are 
never really alive. The present life, is, for most men 
the import nt life. Profeozor Gar-oyle concludes: 
...The end of time is not aorth considering; not a 
fe% live as many centuries as either they or %e need 
think about, and surely the aorld, so far as ge can 
guess its object, ̂ as made rather to b^ enjoyed than 
to last. /Ttalics mine^^ 'Come an3~go' pervades all 
TElngs of Rhlch *e have knowledge, and if there mas 
any provision mace, it seems to have been for a short 
life and a merry one, %ith enough chance of extension 
beyond the grave to be worth trying for, rather tban 
for the perpetuity even of the best and nobles t .  
This is Butler's conclusion too. 
For Samuel Butler then the guiding philosophy of life 
is a philosophy of relativity, of Pragmatism, of Utilltari" 
16. Samuel Butler, Erewhon Revisited, pp. 451-2. 
17. Ibid., p. 458. 
18. Did., p, 438, 
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anlem, and of Eplcureaniam. It is a philosophy of instinct 
as opposed to a philosophy of absolutes. It preaohes 
Laodlceanism in morals and in religion. His theories or­
iginated, or at least, %ere reinforced by his biological 
studies. His studies shamed him that no hard and fast 
lines exist in the nature of things. Mind and matter shade 
into each other; so do life and death, A man lives vicari­
ously after his body is dead—in his mork and in his in­
fluence upon others. His works, his actions, in this life 
become Important. If me make action subservient to thought, 
as Butler thought the scientists and other professionals 
did, %e are misusing thought. %e must avoid the extreme, 
the logical, the absolute, because the strict application 
of logic to life reduces it to an absurdity. We must avoid 
extremes of truthfulness, "...because...extremes meet, and 
extreme truth will be mixed with extreme falsehood. 
We must follow convenience and expediency. We must 
admit that the internal and the external—the subject and 
the object—in life are one--when we find this convenient. 
must separate them when we find separation convenient. 
This is illogical but 
...extremes are alone logical, and they are always 
absurd, the mean is alone practicable and it is al­
ways illogical. It Is faith and not logic which is 
the supreme arbiter... Take any fact, and reason 
131 Ibid., p. 457. 
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upon It to the bitter end and It will ere long lead _ 
to this as the only refuge from some palpable folly. 
We must follow the Illogical mean because It Is "better 
than the sheer absurdity of an extreme. 
Butler's Ideas on English society and hla chief 
criticisms of English conventions result from his distrust of 
absolutes, and from his belief In the mean. He felt that 
English society vas founded upon absolutes set up by %ro-
fesslonals-^by clergymen, by parents, by schoolmasters and 
professors, by writers and by artists. %e attacked almost 
any Idea that had been established for long. He preceded 
Sha% as England's professional crank. He attacked prufes-
sionallsts because their growth had been stunted by their 
belief In absolutes—absolutes ghlch they clung to only be­
cause they %ere paid for clinging. 
Clergymen, according to Butler, are among the worst 
offenders; they are arch professionals: 
A clergyman,..can hardly ever allow himself to 
look facts fairly in the face. It is his profession 
to support one side; it is Impossible, therefore, 
for him to make an unbiased examination of the other.2% 
They cannot afford to look at both sides of a question be­
cause they are paid advocates of the church. They are 
20. Èamuel Butler, The Vv'ay of All Flesh,p. 530. 
21. Samuel Butler, Erewhon, pp. 208-209. 
22. Samuel Butler, The l!?ay of All Flesh, p. 116. 
"...expected to be a kind of buoan Sunday."^3 They a ist 
not do things mbloh are venial in week-day classes, be­
cause they are paid for "leading a stricter life then 
other people.The clergymen In Eremhon, the Musical 
Bank cashiers, are not so frank as the other Sremhonlana, 
because they cannot afford to be, and because their minds 
are atrophied. Ernest*s father In The Way of All Flesh 
is a clergyman. 
It was his profession to know ho% to shut his eyes 
to things that were Inconvenient—no clergyman could 
keep his benefice for a month if he could not do this 
beslàes he had allowed hlaself for so many years to 
say things he ought not to have said, and not to say 
the things he ought to have said, that he ^as little 
likely to see anythin# that he thought It more gpn-
venlent not to see unless he was made to do so.^^ 
Ernest, in spite of his theological training at Cambridge, 
finally discovers that the stories concerning the death, 
resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ are false. El 
reaction Is that "...he gould probably have seen it years 
ago if he had not been hoodwinked by people who aere paid 
for hoodwinking hlm."^^ gg wonders %hy Dean Alford, %ho 
had made the Ne* Testament his speciality, could not see 
what mas so obvious to him, "Could It be for any other 
Loc. cit. 
24. Loc. cit. 
25. Ibid., pp. 207-208. 
26. Ibid., p. 502. 
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reason than that he did not #ant to aee It, and if so aaa 
he not a traitor to the cause of truth?"^? Ernest final­
ly has to agree %lth the conclusion of Mr. Sham, the tink­
er in The ;Vay of All Flesh, who said that "he ï:ho Tzns so 
billing and able to prove thet what ^as was not, mould be 
equally able and willing to make a case for thinking that 
w h a t  m a s  n o t  v a s ,  i f  i t  s u i t e d  h i s  p u r p o s e . A n d  % h y  
didn't clever people develop this argument? "The answer 
Is easy: they did not develop it for the same reason that 
a hen had never developed mebbed feet—that is to say, be-
PQ 
cause they did not want to do so..." ~ 
From criticism of clergymen to criticism of the church 
is an easy step—a step which Butler certainly took. Since 
Butler could not believe in the supernatural elements of 
the Christian religion he could not believe In the dogma 
of the church. In The Way of All Flesh, Ernest, who is 
In this Instance Butler, discovers the falsity of the doc­
trine of tbe resurrection, and begins to question the 
truth of the teaching of the church. 
"Why," he exclaimed,... "they put a gipsy or fortune­
teller into prison for getting money out of silly 
people mho think they have supernatural pomcr; why 
should they not put a clergyman in prison for pre-
271 Ibid., pp. 504-505. 
28. Ibid., p. 281. 
29. Ibid., pp. 281-262. 
tending that he oan absolve sins, or turn bread and 
mine into the flesh and blood of One %ho died tao 
thousand years ago? ^hat,^ he asked hiaself, "cculd 
be more pure 'hanky-panky* than that a bishop oould 
lay hie hands upon a young man and pretend to con%ey 
to him the spiritual po^or to %ork this miraole?"^u 
Other obvious catire is Ernest's baptism in water from the 
River Jordan. Christina, Ernest's mother, decides that it 
is surely a miracle that the %ater from th^ Jordan is there 
to be used at Ernest's baptism. She reflects: 
It %ac idle to say that this %as not a miracle. Eb 
miracle %as effected without means of some kind; the 
difference between the faithful and the unbeliever 
consisted in the very fact that the former could see 
& mir&cle mhere the latter could not.^1 
The vie%s of Iryer, the senior curate under %hom Ernest 
serves, sre a satire on the arguments between the Church 
of ^ome and the English High Church. 
Ereshon Bevlslted is almost entirely a bitter satire 
upon the Christian religion. Upon Mr. Eig^a', the hero's, 
return to Erewhon, he finds that the Sremhonlans have 
changed their calendar so that it begins %ith the date of 
his departure. They have made him a god—actually a Christ, 
They preserve relics of his ascent to the sun. They call 
him the Sunchild, the ne^ religion, Zunchildism, Although 
Higgs actually escaped in a balloon, the story has it that 
he ascended in a chariot drawn by six %hite horses. There 
50. Ibid,, p, 306, 
61, Ibid., p. 97, 
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is 3ome doubt aaong the people as to whether or not thsre 
were horses and a chariot. But one Erewhonian answers 
this argument: 
"But there must have been /horses/, for, as you of 
course kno%, they have lately found some droppings 
from one of them, which have been mlraoulousiy pre­
served and they are going to ahow them neit Sunday 
in a gold reliquary."5% 
The nem temple which the Erewhonians have built to the 
Sunchild is to be dedicated shortly after Mr. Higçs' re­
turn. The dedication ceremonies are a satire on the 
Christian church ceremonies and festivals. Hr. fiuds 
the Srewhonians selling Dedication trousers, Dedication 
bread, and Dedication souvenirs. Religious books on Oun-
ohildism are plentiful, The Sayings of the Sunchild being 
the most popular. 
Mr. Hlggs, the god, discovers upon his return that he 
is the father of an illegitimate son by Tram, an ^re^honian. 
Yram explains the situation to her son: 
Hlggs oast some miraculous spell upon me before he 
left, whereby my son should be in some measure his 
as %Gll as the Mayor's. /Tram is married to the 
%ayor/7 It was this miraculous spell that caused 
you to be born two months too soon, and called 
you by Hlggs's first name as though to show that we 
took that view of the matter ourselves.55 
A cwre bitter satire on the immaculate conception would be 
difficult to find. 
Samuel Butler, Erewhon Bevisited, p. 374. 
53. Ibid., p. 416. 
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Mr. Hlggs finally reveals hlaself to a few select 
Zremhoalans %ho doubt some of the stories of Sunohlldlsm. 
The discussion %hlch follows parallels closely the argu­
ments Christianity. But those #ho knoR the ^re-
whonlans decide that Sunchlldlsm must remain in epite of 
its untruth; the Erewhonlana must have a faith In some­
thing. Their constant hope ie for the second coming of 
the Sunchiia. 
The chapters "Eights of Animals" and "Rights of 
Vegetables" are satire upon the Victorian luritanical ab­
stention and upon fasting. These chapters are also satire 
on the philosophers Rho insist upon pursuing all things 
to their logical conclusion. Butler invents a prophet 
%ho prohibits the eating of flesh,.because the killing of 
man is wrong and there is no difference between a human 
and an animal organism, since they have both developed from 
a uni-cellular organism. A second philosopher carries this 
reasoning further and decides that vegetables too should 
be Included. He, Butler suggests, wished to force the 
Ereahonians to use their common sense, and so reduced the 
argument to an absurdity. Eutler, in effect, tells us 
that In religion, too, we must follow a golden mean for 
...it matters little what profession, whether of 
religion or Irreligion, a man may make, provided 
only he follows it out with choritable inconsist­
ency, and without Insisting on it to the better 
end. It is In the uncompromisin^ness with which 
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dogma is held'and not In the dogma or %ant of dogme 
that the danger lies.5% 
Butler's attacks on logic and reason are evident in 
his attacks upon education, professors, and schoolaasters. 
The chapter "The Colleges of Hare son* in Zre^hon is a 
direct attack upon English educational systeas. The aain 
feature of the ^r&mhonian system of education le the study 
of "hypothetics," » ]%œZre%ho%ian^ argue thus: 
...To teach a boy merely the nature of the things 
?mlch ezist in the rorld around him, and about %hloh 
he %ill have to be conversant during his whole life, 
mould be giving him but a narrow and shallom concep­
tion of the universe, %hioh it is urged might con­
tain all manner of things Mhich are not nog to be 
found therein. ...To Imagine a set of utterly 
and Impossible contingencies, and require the youths 
to give intelligent answers to the questions that 
arise therefrom, is reckoned the fittest conceivable 
way of preparing them for the actual conduct of their 
affairs in after life.^° 
Tnus they are taught a hypothetical language, a language 
...which was originally comrosed at a time %hen the 
country was in a very different state of civiliza­
tion to what it is at present, a state whic&^has 
long since disappeared and been superseded. 
The narrator*s reaction to the teaching of this language 
Is probably Butler's reaction: that it %es a "...wanton 
maste of good human energy..." 
54. Wamuel Butler, The 17 a y of All Fle^h, p. 324. 
25. Samuel Butler, Erewhon, p. 207. 
36. Ibid., p. 207. 
57. Ibid., pp. 207-208. 
The same reaction to classical educ&tlon le expressed by 
the nazr&tor in The of All flesh: 
...The writer of the Cdy8sey...asBuredly hit the 
ri^ht nail on the head when he epito^âseâ his typ­
ical mise man as knowing "the ^ays an# farings of 
many men." What culture iù comparable to this? 
what a lie, what a sickly, debilitating debauch did 
not Ernest's school and university career no% seea 
to him, in comparison with his life in prison and 
as a tailor in 31aokfriar8.38 
In another Instance, he points out that %e ne^^eot many 
thin^^ in education by trying to teach too much about 
certaia matters. He continued: 
I kno% it is the fashion to say that young people 
must find out things for themselves, and so they prob­
ably would if they had fair play to the extent of not 
having obstacles put in their *ay. But they seldom 
have fair play; as a general rule they meet %ith foul 
play, and foul play from those who live by selling 
them stones made into a great variety of shapes and_^ 
sizes 80 as to form a tolerable imitation of bread*a% 
He continues his diatribe against education by sayin# 
that Latin and Graek "are great huabugs; the aore people 
kn.0% of thea the aore odious they generally are.*^^ He 
declares that a clergyman's education vas "an attempt, not 
so much to keep him in blinkers as to gouge his eyes cut 
altogether";41 that universities are "the worst teachers in 
38. Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 575. 
39. Ibid., p. 345. 
40. Ibid., p. 141. 
41. Ibid., p. 290. 
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the morld";42 and that publlo school educations 
cost...children the po^er of earning their living 
easily rather than helped them toward it, and en­
sured their being at the mercy of their father for 
years after they had come to an age %hen they should 
be independent.45 
It astonished Butler 
to see what sacrifices the parents mould make In or­
der to render the children as nearly useless as pos­
sible; and it was hard to say whether the old suffer­
ed most from the expense which they were thus put to, 
or the young from being deliberately swindled In some 
of the moat important branches of human inquiry, and 
directed into false chang^ls or left to drift in the 
great majority of oases. 
Butler*s tirade against educational systems is further­
ed in his attacks upon schoolmasters and professors, jr. 
Skinner, the headmaster of the school at Roughborou^h in 
The V 7.av of All Flesh, is portrayed vividly and satirically. 
Butler begins the tirade by portrcying Skinner as not de­
siring any supper. The headmaster soon relents and s^ys, 
"Stay—I may presently take a glass of cold water—and a 
small ^ieoe of bread and butter.The snail piece of 
bread and butter amounted to "a good plate of oysters, a 
scallor shell of minced veal nicely browned, some arple 
tart, and a hunk of bread and oheese^^G topped off %ith 
45. Ibid., p. 26. 
44. Saauel Butler, Erewhon, p. 195, 
45. Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 121. 
46. Ibid., p. 122. 
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hot gla and eater. Dr. Skinner, a theologian, had a great 
reputation for hla "Meditations upon the Epistle and Char­
acter of St. Jude"; his words were not to be taken lightly, 
but must be searched for a "^deeper and more hidden mean­
ing.'"4? 
Those who searched for this even In his lightest 
utterances would not be mlthout their reward. They 
would find that "bread and butter" was Sklnnerese for 
oyster-patties and apDle tart, and "gin-hot" the true 
translation of water, 
Butler, having portrayed Skinner In a mildly satirical man­
ner over a space of two pages, then bresks Into a tirade 
against his kind: 
Gould It be expected to enter into the herd of such a 
man as this that In reality he %as making his money 
by corrupting youth; that It was'his paid profession 
to make the morse a:pear the better reason in the 
eyes of those who were too young and Inezperienced 
to be able to find him out; that e kept out of sight 
of those whom he professed to teach material points 
of the argument, for the production of which they had 
a right to rely upon the honour of anyone who made 
professions of sincerity; that he was a passionate, 
half-turkey-cock, half gander of a man whose sallow, 
bilious face and hobble-gobble voice could scare the 
timid, but who would take to his heels readily enough 
if he were met firmly; that his "Meditations on St. 
Jude," such as they were, were cribbed without ac­
knowledgement, and would have been beneath concempt 
If so many people did not believe them to have been 
written honestly?** 
Butler is seldom as bitter In his attacks as he Is in 
ibid., p. 122. 
48. Ibid., p. 125. 
49. Ibid., pp. 123-124. 
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his desorlptloa of Dr. Skinner. Usually his descriptions 
are milder and more humorous; the attacks upon professors 
in Zrewhon will illustrate this. The professors of Un­
reason are described as rarely expressing an opinion: 
If they cannot wriggle out of expressing an opinion 
of some sort, they mill commonly retail those of 
some one %ho has already written upon the subject, 
end conclude by saying that though they quite ad­
mit that there Is an element of truth In what the 
writer has said, there are many points on which they 
are unable to agree with him.50 
The narrator was never able to determine what those points 
were, however, and concludes that these professors have 
"the fear-of-giving-themselves-away disease,"5^ which was 
fatal to anyone who caught it. 
After a few years atrophy of the opinions invariably 
supervened; and the sufferer became stone dead to 
everything except the more superficial aspects of 
those material objects with which he came most in 
contact. 
Butler's comments on how one gets a professorship in 
Erewhon are Interesting satire on exams and commencements. 
One guest at a dinner party where the subject Is discussed 
says; 
The question the candidates had to answer was, whether 
It was wiser during a long stay at a hotel to tip the 
servants pretty early, or to wait till the stay was 
ended.53 
50.Samuel Butler, Erewhon, p. 218. 
51. Ibid., p. 219. 
52. loG. iiii. 
58. Ibid., p. 405. 
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Another guest says that this is not true, and describes 
the activities; 
There ms the usual orovd, and the people cheered 
Professor after Professor, as he stood before them 
in the great Brldgeford theatre and satisfied them 
that a lump of butter which had been put into his 
mouth would not melt in it.54 
The solution to the problems of education that Butler 
presents ie in the oMpter "Déformatories," in Ireihon 
Revisited. This chapter is a reetatmmemt of his belief 
in practical education* At the deformatories the students 
are taught to dlmtruet reason and logio, to avoid eztremee 
and to eiperienoe problem* they *111 face In life—prob­
lems ooneernlng thievery, deception, and lying. They are 
taught to lie, to steal, and to deceive ao that they *111 
not fall as easy prey to those who try to treat them in a 
like manner. This is, of course, Butler*a thesis concern­
ing education reduced, by him, to absurdity for ironic 
reasons. 
One more educator must be mentioned; Miss La Prime, 
a lady president of a college for girls, renowned for her 
primer on the "Art of Man-killing." Butler's comment is: 
...Ill-natured people had been heard to say that sne 
had killed all hex own admirers so effectually that 
not one of them had ever lived to marry her.5° 
Ibid., p. 404. 
55. Ibid., p. 397. 
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With this oommeat, let us turn to Butler'* satire oa mar-
rlage, the family system, and particularly, parents aad 
ohlldrea. 
Butler attacks all aspects of family relationships— 
beginning *lth the courtship that results In a family. He 
constantly satirizes the popular notion that men are the 
pursuer* and momea the pursued. la most examples of court­
ship la Butler's books It is of course man #ho is pursued 
by vomaa. Miss La Prime Is a good example. The idea pops 
up agala and again la The Way of All flesh, beginning on 
the first page, araest's great-grandfather was married to 
a woman "who had insisted on being married to Mr. Poatlfex 
whea he was youag aad too good-natured to say aay to aay 
woman who wooed him."®® Ernest*@ father, Theobald Poatl-
fe%, went to Crampsford, a few miles from Cambridge^ shortly 
after his university career. There he was an assistant to 
Mr. Allaby, the curate, who had several eligible daughters. 
"The next morning saw Theobald in his rooms coaching a 
pupil, and the Miss Allabys la the eldest Miss Allaby's 
bedroom playlag at cards, with Theobald for the stakes. 
The narrator of Erewhoa. too, finds himself the Victim of 
Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 1. 
57. Ibid,, p. 46. 
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pursuit and. wooing by a woman. He says, "zulora, whether 
she was in love with me or not, was bent on marrying 
me..."58 Luckily, he escapes, and marries Zulora * s sister, 
Arowhena; however, he finds it necessary to abduct Arowhena 
and take her back to England to make marriage possible. 
From courtship, Butler turns to attacks on marriage 
and the family system, Butler finds that a man's friend­
ships are 
...like his will, invalidated by marriage—but they 
are also no less invalidated by the marriage of his 
friends. The rift in friendship which invariably 
makes its appearance on the marriage of either of 
the parties to it was fast widening, as it no less 
invariably does, into the great gulf whi^ Is fixed 
between the married and the unmarried...®' 
He further describes the question of marriage and family 
relations as the ""question of the day*" and "*a hornet's 
nest Indeed,*" Butler has Mr. Overton, the narrator of 
The Way of All Flesh, say that the family is a "survival 
of the principle which is more logically embodied in the 
compound animal—and the compound animal is a form of life 
which has been found incompatible with high development.*60 
He suggests that the family, like the compound animal, 
should be confined to the lower and less progressive races, 
because there "Is no inherent love for the family system 
58. Samuel Butler, Srewhon, p. 156. 
59. Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 365, 
60. Ibid., p. 110. 
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oc the part of mature herself."61 overtoja says: 
Pell the foras of life and you *111 find it in a 
ridiculously small minority. The fishes know it 
not, and they get along quite nicely. The ants and 
the bees, who far outnumber man, sting their father 
to death as a matter of course, and are given to the 
atroolous mutilation of nine-tenth# of the offspring 
oomaitted to their charge, yet #here ehx^l %e find 
Gommunities more universally respected, 
Although Butler ha* Mr. Overton suggest the abolition of 
the family it is doubtful if Butler really wished to 
abolish it; rather, he wished to reform it by teaohing 
parents more eommon sense. In another passage Butler has 
Mr. Overton, an Inearnation of Butler himself, describe 
how a father (speeifioally, Ernest's father) should behave 
toward a son: 
It Tsas not muoh that was wanted. To make no mysteries 
*&er# Mature has made none, to bring his eonsoienoe 
under something like reasonable control, to give 
Ernest his head a little more* to ask fener questions, 
and to give him pocket money with a desire that it 
should be spent upon menus plaisirs,.. 
"Call that not muoh indeed," laughed Ernest, as 
I read him what I have just written. "Why it is the 
whole duty of a father, but it is the mystery*making 
which is the worst evil.** 
Butler's ideal of a father is probably presented in the 
Mayor in Ere#hon Be visited the Mayor is a stepfather to 
George, the illegitimate son of Mr. Biggs. 
'ël. ÏIoo.'' .eit> 
62, Loe. cit. 
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Satire on the family is eTident in Butler*a earliest 
writing. From the chapter "The World of the Unborn" in 
Ereghofl is derived the handling of the problems of parent­
hood in The Way of All Flesh* Butler is being ironical 
when he says in Irewhon that "relations between children 
and parents in that oonntry are less happy than in Europe."G* 
He enggests that relations between parents and children 
oould be improYed in Bremhon (and, of eourae, in Europe) 
if 
parents were merely to remember how they felt when 
they were young, and actually to behave towards 
their children as they would have had their own 
parents behave towards themselves 
In this chapter Butler also suggests the idea that the un­
born pester married couples until they are allowed to be 
boTn—the unborn wish a separate identity from their par­
ents, Thus, as it is expressed by Ernest in his novel, 
"*A man first quarrels with his father about three-quarters 
of a year before he is bom. It is then he insists on set­
ting up a separate establishment." Ernest advises that, 
when this has been agreed to and the separate establish­
ment has been set up, "'The more complete the separation 
for ever after the better for both,*"** 
64. Samuel Butler, Erewhon, p. 191. 
65. Ibid., p. 192, 
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Butler*8 ideals of family life did not eilst In hia 
own family relations, boweTer, and they do not exist In 
Ernest's family relations. For tils reason Butler has 
many bitter and ironical things to say about English fami­
ly life. Butler says that children must remember that 
they had a good deal of fun In the person of their par­
ents and must not oomplain If they have a hangover from 
this fun: 
If they have forgotten the fun no*, that Is no more 
than people do *ho have a headache after having been 
tipsy overnight. The man with a headache does not 
pretend to be m different person from the man *ho 
got drunk, and claim that it is his self of the pre-
oeding night and not his self of this morning nho 
should be punished; no more should offspring eojoq^Wn 
of the headache which it has earned #en In the per­
son of its parents, for the continuation of identity, 
though not *0 immediately apparent, is just as real 
in one Case as in the other.*" 
The irony that Is evident in this passage Is sustained by 
Butler for several gages* He ends #ith Overton giving ad­
vice to parent8~-ln the sam# Ironical vein: 
To parents *ho #l*h to lead a quiet life 1 «ould say: 
Tell your children that they are very naughty—much 
naughtier than moat children. Point to the young 
people of some acquaintances as models of perfection 
and Impres# your own children #lth a deep sense of 
their own inferiority. You carry so many more guns 
than they do that they cannot fight you. This is 
called moral Influence, and It will enable you to 
bounce them as much as you please. They think you 
know and they will not have yet caught you lying of­
ten enough to suspect that you are not the unworldly 
and scrupulously truthful person which you represent 
yourself to be ; nor yet will they know how greet a 
coward you are, nor how soon you will run away, if 
in Ibl&., p. 25 
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they fight yon #lth perBletenoy aM judgement. You 
keep the dice and thro# them both for your children 
and yourself, load them then, for you oan easily 
manage to stop your children from examining them. 
Tell them ho* elngulerly Indulgent you are; Insist 
on the incalculable benefit you conferred upon them, 
firstly in bringing them Into the world at all, but 
more partloularly In bringing them Into It as your 
o#n children rather than anyone else's. Say that you 
have their highest Interests at stake «henever you 
are out of temper and *lsh to make yourself unpleaa-
ant by nay of balm to your soul. Harp mueh upon 
these bright interests. Feed them spiritually upon 
such brimstone and treacle as the late Bishop of Wln-
ohe8ter*8 Sunday stories. You hold all the trump 
cards, or if you do not you can filch them; If you 
play them #lth anything like judgement you *111 
find yourselves heads of happy, united. God-fearing 
families, even as did my old friend Mr. Pontlfei. 
True, your children *111 probably find out all about 
It some day, but not until too late to be of #uch 
service to them or inconvenience to yourself 
Zrnest *es partloularly unfortunate according to 
Butler. Not only did he have parents, he had a clergyman 
for a father. Clergymen's households are, says Ernest, 
"generally unhappy...because Ihe clergyman Is so much at 
home or close about the house."** A clergyman*e children 
are "the most defenceless things he can reach, and It la 
on them In nine eases out of ten that he *111 relieve hie 
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mind." Parents are professionals; so are clergymen. 
Combine the t*o and you have professlonallsts of the 
deepest dye. Of Theobald and his *lfe, Christina, Butler 
351: ïbld., pp. 28-89. 
69* Ibid., p. 109. 
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Bay*; 
Their servants, their parlahoners must be fortunate 
Ipso faeto that they were theirs. There was no road 
Tonappï'iies s here or hereafter, but the road that 
they had themselves travelled, no good people who 
did not think as they did upon every subject, and no 
reasonable person who had wants the gratification of 
which would be Inconvenient to them--Theobald and 
Ghristlna. 
This was how it eame to pass that their children 
were white and puny; they were suffering from home» 
sickness. They were starving, through being over-
crammed with the wrong thlnge».. There are two 
classes of people in this world, those who sin, and 
those who are sinned against ; if a man must belong 
to either he,had better belong to the first than to 
the second* 
Ernest was a victim of this profesaionalism, Finally, hi* 
deelre for a total break with his parents developed into a 
paeeioa, 
"There are orphanagea,* he ezolelmed to himself, 'for 
ehildren who have loat their parents-^ohl why, why, 
why, are there no harbours of'refuge for grown men 
who have not yet lost them?'"® 
"Money Is at the bottom of all this to a great ex­
tent,"75 is Butler*s explanation, in Erewhon, for the dif­
ficulties in families. "If the parents would put their 
children In the way of earning a competence earlier than 
they do, the children would soon become self-supporting 
and Independent."?* In The Way of All Flesh he continues 
71. Ibid., pp. 117-118. 
72. Ibid., p. 320. 
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this theme. He speaks constantly of parents' "^111-shaking" 
and their threats to out their ohildren off without a oeat. 
Of Zrneat's father# Butler aays, "At other times when not 
quite well he would have them in for the fun of shaking 
his will at them.*?* Thus in Butler's eriticisas of the 
family system we find another of Butler's favorite themes: 
the importaaee of money for happiness. 
We have seen that the best guide to happiness is the 
imitation of the prosperous, sensible, well-to-do. *Good-
ness is naught unless it tends toward old age and suffi-
eieacy of means."^^ Butler quotes the psalmist, "*The 
righteous shall not lack anything that Is good,'" and con­
cludes that he who lacks anything that is good Is not 
righteous» He therefore decides that old Mr. Pontlfez, 
a suGcessful publisher, was righteous enough for practical 
purposes. Tangible, material prosperity in this world is 
a safe test of virtue for Butler. He never forgets the im­
portance of money. In the words of Ernest he says: 
"Will being a gentleman...bring me money at the last, 
and will anything bring me as much peace at the last, 
as money will? They say that those who have riehee 
enter hardly into the kingdom of Beaven. By Jove, 
they do; they are like Struldbrugs; they 11 v. and 
live and live and are happy for many a long year after 
Vs. Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. S7, 
76.. Ibid., p. 88. 
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they wouia have entered Into t]&8 kingdom of Heaven 
If they had been poor.,,""" 
When Ernest learned In prison that Pryer has lost most of 
his money, he was terribly shocked 
but his ignorance of the world prevented him from 
seeing the full extent of the mischief...that money 
losses are the hardest to bear of any by those #ho 
are old enough to oomprehend them."® 
Through mlateaohing, Ernest does not knov ho* great his 
loss Is. 
In 3re*hon and Sre#hon Bevlsited we are constantly re* 
miaded of the importance of money. The Zreshonlans con­
sider poverty a orime; they pay homage to men with a great 
deal of money* 
...If a man has made a fortune of over &20,000 a year 
they exempt him from all taxation, oonsidering him as 
a "iork of art, and too precious to be meddled with; 
they say, "Hon very much he must have done for society 
before society toaid have been prevailed upon to give 
him so much money,.,?* 
And againÎ "'Money,* they say, 'is the symbol of duty, it 
is the sacrament of having done for mankind that which mn-
kind wanted,*"80 ig Erewhon Bevisited, we find that it is 
not only possible to serve both God and Mammon—an idea 
also expressed in The Way of All ?lesh--but that it is 
77. Ibid., p. 595. 
78. Ibid., p. 512. 
79. Samuel Butler, Erewhon, p. 197. 
80. loo. cit. 
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mam*s duty to serve both: 
"Be aeid, fCureed be they that say, "Thou shalt not 
serve God and Mmmmom," for it Is the «hole duty of 
ma to kno« ho# to adjust the ooafliotijcg elaims of 
these t#o deities,** 
We must serve both, for no man can serve God is ell and 
truly #ho doe* not serve Mammon a little also; and 
no man earn eerve Mammon effeotaally unless he serve 
Ood largely at the same tlme,^! 
Beeause Butler feels that both God and Mammon should be 
served hé advooates the addition of a sehool of spécula­
tion to the university at Cambridge* 
Many of Butler's oe* problems were ooneerned with money. 
This perhaps led to his ideas on its importanae* However, 
his whole philosophic theory eoneerniAg happiness insists 
upon the importanee of money. "Material, tangible, pros­
perity in this %orld" are of utmost importance to virtue 
and happiness. 
Butler* s portrait of ideal man is presented, at the 
end of The Way of All Fleah* by JSrnest: 
That a man should have been bred well and breed 
others sell; that his figure, head, hands, feet, 
voiee, manner and clothes should earry ooaviotioa 
upon this point, so that no one ean look at him 
without seeing that he has mm of good stock and 
Is likely to thro# good stock himself, this is the 
desiderandum* AM the same with a eomam* The 
greatest number of these well-bred men and somen, 
this is the highest good; toward® this all govern­
ment, all social eonventions, all art, literature 
Éï, Samuel Butler, Brew him Bevisltedi p. 459. 
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and solenoe should directly or Indireotly tend. 
Holy mem aai holy worn a are those who keep this 
uaooaeolously la_*le* &t &11 timea whether of 
work or paatime 
Butler wanted more men like Towaeley In The Way of All 
Flesh and George In Erewhon Revisited» Toeoeley has learned 
the art of living In the person of his aneeatora, Ernest 
soliloquizes: 
..•The people like Towaeley are the only ones who 
know anything that Is worth knowing, and like that 
of oourse I ean never fee* But to make Towneleya 
possible there must be hewers of wood and drawers 
of waters-men in fa@t through whom oonaeloua knowl-
edge must pass before it ean reaoh those who oan 
apply it graeefully and lastlnotively as the Towne-
leys oan, I am a hewer of wood, but If I aeoept a 
position frankly and de not set up to be a Towneley, 
it does not matter.* 
Eere is Butler'a biological prooess at work. Towneley has 
learned to live oorreotly, gracefully, and Instinctively, 
It has beoome a hablt*^"natural," and "Inatlnotlve." 
Ernest hbs not attained that position on the ladder of 
evolution. He has not, partly because of the institutions 
of which he Is a vletlm. These institutions are a bane to 
Progress—toward the Superman, the man who knows Instlnat-
Ively how to live. 
Social Institutions and eonventiona are# therefore, 
the vlotlms of most of Butler*a serioua satire, for Shaw, 
82. Samuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh# p. 489, 
83. Ibid*, p, S58U 
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too, institutioas built on co&TeBtlonel philosophic sys-
teas and on soieoc© are retarding progress. 
GSAPTaR Y 
PROGRESS OR TB& I1&U5I0B OP ?B0GRZ88? 
George Bernard Sham, like Samuel Butler, oould not 
aooept the attitude of 8olentlam--the attitude of the neo-
D*r#lnlanB. The prefaoe to Back to Methuaelth 1* an argu­
ment against solcntlem, and a otatement of religious faith. 
The Neo-Darmlnlens, by ^banishing mind from the universe," 
had ocmpletely Immobllleed man aa a moral agent# they had 
not replaoed the morel oode of the Christian falth-»they 
had simply done a*ay *ith it. The ne# departure in solentl* 
fie doctrine oommonly aseoclated «ith the name of Charles 
D&rwln #88 a reaotlon against «hat 8ha* oall# a "barbaroue 
peendo-eyangelleal teleology intolerably obetruotlve to 
all eoientiflo progress."^ Sham oould not accept the 
teleology «hloh neo-Dar*lal#m reaotad againet; neither 
eould he aeoept the philosophy produced by the reaction. 
For Shaw, as for Butler, the philosophise #ere equally un­
desirable; 
for half a century before the war civilization had 
been going to the devil very precipitately under 
the influence of a peeydo-eeienee as disastrous as^ 
the blackest Oalviaisa, 
1, George Bernard Shan, Heartbreak House« preface, 
p, 455, 
g. Ibid,, p. 464. 
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"Pssudo-evangellcal teleology* had been replaced by 
"paeudo-aclence." Naturallets and physlclstfi assured the 
world. In the name of selenc©, that predestination Is the 
governing factor In human life; human beings are pro* 
duced by their environment, and their good deeds and sins 
are only a series of cheaiioal and meohanioal reactions 
over which they have no control. Religion had been mis­
erably debased by the churches, but 
.•.It did at least still proclaim that our relation 
to one another was that of a fellowship in which we 
were all equal and members one of another before the 
judgment-seat of our common father.5 
Darwinism, on the other hand, proclaimed "that our true 
relation is that of oom^tltèns and combatants in a strug­
gle for mere survival," %ls claim led to the conclusion 
that all acts of pity and fellowship were vain attempts 
to lessen the struggle and preserve varieties which 
Nature planned to weed out. The neo-Darwinian philosophy 
produced seekers after power over others and after power 
over material possessions. Self-survival is the keynote 
of the Darwinian system. lea-Darwinism is particularly 
bad when It is applied to polities, Shaw declares* 
3. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
pp. lili-llv, 
4. Ibid., p. llv. 
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Meo-Darwinlsffl in politics had produced a European 
oataatrophe of a magnitude ao appalling, and a 
scope so unpredictable, that as 1 write these lines 
in 1920, it is still far from certain whether our 
civilization mill survive it.5 
This philosophy, aQoepted by many people who were tired 
of the anthropomorphic God, was 
a determined, rlohly aubeldlzed, politically organ-
Ized attempt to persuade the human race that all 
progress, all prosperity, all salvation* Individual 
and social, depend on an unrestrained conflict for 
food and money, on the suppression and elimination 
of the *eak by the strong, on free Trade, free Con­
tract, free Competition, Natural Liberty, Laleser-
falre j^l^..,o 
The results of the t*o philosophies #ere equally bad. 
Materialism entered into Darwinian reaction against Bible 
fetishism. Between the two of them religion mas knocked 
to pieces, 
...Where there had been a god, a cause, a faith that 
the universe «as ordered however Inexplicable by us 
its order might be, and therefore a sense of moral 
responsibility as part of that order, there was now 
an utter voiq.? 
And without a religion, man is doomed. Civiliza­
tion can be saved only by "the driving force of an unde-
luded popular consent.This popular consent will be 
impossible until statesmen can appeal to people in terms 
5, Ibid.. p. xi. 
@. Ibid., PP . Ixiii-lxiv» 
7. Ibid., p. liv. 
8. Ibid., p. liv. 
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Of a oommon religion. But %e must not jump back into the 
frying-pan of an anthropomorphlo monster beoause the Dar-
winlaa fire makes us feel hotter than ever. We must find 
a ne* rellglon--Greatlve Evolution. 
Unfortunately, though , "...the earnest people get 
dra*n off the track of evolution by the Illusion of prog­
ress.They are victims of an imposed morality, and an 
Imposed teaching. Institutions based on Darwinism and 
on pseudo-Christian ideals had produced, in Europe, an 
upper, ruling class consisting of t*o kinds of people: 
the residents of Heartbreak House, and the residents of 
Horseback Hall. Heartbreak House is the residence of the 
cultured, leisured classes of Europe; Horseback Hall is 
the residence of those classes of people who devote nine-
tenths of their time to horses, and divide the other 
tenth between churchgoing and electioneering. All the 
pomersof the world were in the hands of the residents of 
Horseback Hall, because the members of Heartbreak House 
had no desire in life except to "realize their favorite 
fictions and poems."10 In short, "power and culture 
were in separate compartments.The results were dis-
astrous: 
' ' 9. George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, Révolu-
tlonlst's Handbook, p. 908. 
10. George Bernard Shew, Heartbreak House, preface, 
p. 450. 
11. Ibid., p. 451. 
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,,.Gur utter enervation and futlllzatlcn in that 
overheated drawing-room atmosphere was delivering 
the Rorld over to the oontrol of Ignorant and soul­
less cunning and energy, with the frla&tful oonse-
quenoes which have no* overtaken It.^c 
Unfortunately, the residents of Heartbreak House and 
Horseback Hall «ere duped by false doctrine, and as a 
consequence, became indifferent and neglectful. Society 
was basing its institutions on a scientific theory that 
produced a moral vacuum, soon filled «1th "sex and with 
all sorts of refined pleasures^lB o? «1th a love of money 
for Its oan sake. The world became a place In «hich 
people pursue only their own happiness—a happiness of 
the kind described by Don Juan as oharacteristic of the 
residents of Hell. 
Only in Captain Shotover, the man of mind, is there 
any hope. He is seeking a means by «hlch wisdom end 
power can be united; he is seeking "the seventh degree 
of concentration," But he never finds it; he must seek 
consolation In rum. But the oeptaln has lived. Speak­
ing to Ellle, he says, "At your age, I looked for hard­
ship, danger, horror, and death, that I might feel the 
life in jme more intensely."1* Re has had aspirations, 
but men like Siangan, symbolic of commercialism, Indus-
Ibid., p. 449, 
13. Ibid., p. 450. 
14, George Bernard Shaw, Hearbreak House, p. 567, 
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trlallsm, big business, and finance, and Hector, symbolic 
of tho86 cultured men who oan find no suitable outlet for 
their brains and waste their energies in philandering, are 
crushing these aspirations, "The knowledge that these 
people are there to render all our aspirations barren pre-
vents us having the aspirations,"16 There seems to be no 
hope--unle88 It Is the threat of disaster, Heotor beoomes 
a symbol of aotlYlty when disaster strikes. Kangan is de­
stroyed, and 2111e has chosen to face the world--Uaptaln 
Shotover's choice, and Shaw's choice. 
All of Shaw'a teachings concerning love, religion, 
education, and children are disregarded by the residents 
of the two houses. Mevolution is on the shelf of Heart­
break House, but it remains there—In the volumes of 
Blake, Butler, Scott Ealdane, Meredith, and Hardy. In­
stead of effecting the Ideals advanced by these writers, 
people are clinging to Ideals taught by their traditional 
and scientific education. Samuel Butler had reacted 
against these ideals and so does Shaw. 
In place of the kind of education that Captain 
Shotover gives #llle Dunn, the English choose the educa-
tion of Eton, Harrow, Cambridge, and uxford. What most 
people call education and culture 
...Is for the most part nothing but the substitution 
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Of reading for experience» of literature for life, 
of the obsolete fictitious for the contemporary 
real...16 
And since it is nothing more than this, it 
...destroys, by supplantatlon, every mind that Is 
not strong enough to see through the imposture and 
to use the great Masters of Arts as what they real­
ly are and no more: that is, patentees of highly 
questionable methods of thinking, and manufacturers 
of highly questionable, and for the majority but 
half valid representations of llfe.l" 
Current university education arises from the fact that "a 
fool's brain digests philosophy into folly, science into 
superstition, and art into peaantry."^® And what is morse, 
"every fool believes what his teachers tell him, and calls 
his credulity science or morality as confidently as his 
father called it divine revelation."1* For Bernard Shaw, 
"activity is the only road to knowledge"it therefore 
does not surprise us when it says, "He who can, does. He 
#ho cannot, teaches,"21 Shaw feels that we must be %ary 
of education because false knowledge is more dangerous 
than ignorance. Education, he asserts, is not received 
George Bernard 8ha*, Man and Superman, Epistle 
Dedicatory, p. 500, 
17, Loo, oit. 
18, Ibid.. Revolutionist's Handbook, p. 733, 
19, Loo. oit. 
£0, Loo, cit. 
SI. Loc, cit. 
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In the eohoola. The "eduoatlon of a gentleman" as me 
kno% it, aooordlng to 8ha*, la oompleted 
...then a man teaohes aomethlng he does not know to 
Bometody else #ho has no aptitude for It, and gives 
him a oertlfloate for proflolenoy.BB 
For 8ha* the "eduoated" man Is a greater nuisance than 
the uneducated one: 
...Indeed It Is the Inefflolenoy and sham of the 
eduoatlonal side of our schools (to *hloh, except 
under compulsion, children would not be sent by 
their parents at all If they did not act as pris­
ons In which the Immature are kept from worrying 
the mature) that save us from being dashed on the 
rooks of false doctrine Instead o( drifting down 
the midstream of mere ignorance. 
The normal student Is corrupted beyond redemption by the 
public schools, except in technical fields. Here the 
instruction is honest and efficient. Having been care­
fully blinded and corrupted as to the nature of the so­
ciety based on materialistic profiteering, the public 
schoolboy 
...learns to shoot and ride and keep fit *lth all 
the assistance and guidance that can be procured 
for him by the most aniiously sincere desire that 
he may do these things well, and if possible su­
perlatively well.24 
The result is the kind of society described in Heartbreak 
House, the kind of society where 
"S£, Loo. Git. 
23, George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
pp. ilil-xlv. 
84. Ibid., p. %vl. 
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...powers of destruction that could hardly without 
uneasiness be entrusted to infinite wisdom and in-
finite benevolence are placed in the hands of ro-
mantic schoolboy patriots who, however generous by 
nature, are by education ignoramuses, dupes, snobs, 
and sportsmen to «horn fighting Is a religion and 
killing an accomplishment; whilst political power, 
useless under such circumstances except to militarist 
Imperialists in chronic terror of invasion and subju-
gation, pompous tufthuntlng fqols, oommerolal adven-
turers to #hom the organization by the nation of its 
o^m Industrial services would mean oheokmate, finan­
cial parasites on the money market, and stupid people 
who cling to the status quo merely because they are 
used to it, Is obtained by heredity, by simple pur­
chase, by keeping newspapers and pretending that 
are organs of publié opinion, by Wws wiles of 
seductive women, and by prostituting ambitious tal­
ent to the service of profiteers, who call the tune 
because, having secured all the spa^e plunder, they 
alone can afford to pay the piper. 
This is what education is doing for England. Because the 
English schools "teach the morality of feudalism corrupted 
by commercialism," Shaw criticizes them. 
But the schools are not the only teachers in England, 
Parents, too, try to teach the child, to mold his charac­
ter. But, says Shaw, "The vilest abortionist is he who 
attempts to mould a child*s character..."26 for "the un­
conscious self is the real genius."^7 Parents are chiefly 
a nuisance to children and children a nuisance to parents. 
Shaw declares that the natural term of the affection of 
25. Ibid/, p. li. 
26. George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, Revolu­
tionists s Handbook, p. 735. 
27. Ibid., p. 739. 
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the human animal for its offspring is all years. After 
that, children would be better off without parents and 
Tloe-versa. But in English society, parents eilst, and 
parents often beat ohlldren. Therefore, Shaw Inatruots 
parents in the proper method: 
If you strike a child, take care that you 
strike it In anger, even at the risk of maiming 
It for life. A blo% in cold blood neither can 
nor should be forgiven. 
If you beat ohlldren for ple^sure, avo* your 
object frankly, and play the game according to 
the rules, as a fozhunter does; and you will do 
comparatively little harm. No fozhunter is such 
a cad as to pretend that he hunts the fo% to teach 
it not to steal chickens, or that he suffers more 
acutely than the foz at the death. Bemember that 
even in ohild-beatlng there is the sportsman's #ey 
and the cad's may.Bo 
It is evident that 8ha* questions parents* ability to 
teach children anythlng--eBpeolally by beating. 8ha* 
agreed with Butler in the belief that parents, instead 
of teaching children, often cause suffering to them by 
their own follies. "Thus were the firstborn of Heart­
break House smitten; and the young, the innocent, the 
hopeful ezplated the folly and worthlessness of their 
elders. 
Satire upon the relationship between parents and 
gF: Ibid., p$ 736. 
29. George Bernard Shaw, Heartbreak House, preface, 
p. 457. 
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ehlloLren Is only one aspect of SJaaw's criticism of the 
family system. His attacks upon marriage are even more 
bitter than his attacks upon parents. Marriage today has 
become an institution that has almost forgotten its cri-
glnal purpose--the perpetuation of the epeolee. Because 
marriage has become so corrupted «1th Irrelevanoles It 
Is, In the words of Don Juan, "the most licentious of hu-
man institutions."^® Furthermore, 
...the confusions of marriage with morality has done 
more to destroy the conscleace of the human race 
than any other single error...Marriage is a mantrap 
baited with simulated accomplishments and delusive 
idealizations.51 
Marriage as %e knom It is directly opposed to the Life 
Force, It sets up Ideals that are In opposition to the 
betterment of the human race through offspring. The ac­
cidental function of marriage—%hloh, says Sha*, la "the 
gratification of the amorlstlc sentiment of mankind"32»-
is no* possible through the device of artificial sterili-
zatlon. Shav fears that the day *111 come when the essen­
tial function of marriage *111 be neglected. But before 
that day comes, the reaction *111 begin: 
The great central purpose of breeding the race: ay, 
Sb'I" "George Bernard Sham, Kan and Superman, p. 633» 
31. Loe* cit. 
32. George Bernard She#, Man and Superman, Revolu­
tionist's Handbook, p. 734, 
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breeding It to heights no# deemed auperhuman: that 
purpmse mhloh Is no* hidden In a mephltlo oloud of 
love aad romance and prudery and fastidlouanese, 
«ill break through into olear sunlight as a purpose 
no longer to be confused with the gratification of 
personal fancies, the Impossible realization of 
boys* and girls* dreams of bliss, or the need of 
older people for oompanlonshlp or money. The plain 
spoken marriage services of the vernacular Churches 
«ill no longer be abbreviated and half suppressed 
as indelicate. The sober deoenoy, earnestness, and 
authority of their declaration of the real purpose 
of marriage will be honored and accepted, whilst 
their romantic votings and pledglngs and until-
death-do-us-partings and thg like *111 be expunged 
as unbearable frivolities,*^ 
Don Juan, *ho is, In Sha%*8 play, the Life Force in­
carnate, made proposals to ladles for the furtherance of 
the purposes of the Life force. The answer he received 
«as always the same: 
The lady would say that she would countenance my ad­
vances, provided they were honorable. On inquiring 
what that proviso meant, I found that It meant that 
I proposed to get possession of her property if she 
had any, or to undertake her support for life if she 
had not; that I desired her continual compenionship, 
counsel, and conversation to the end of my d%ys, and 
would take a most solemn oath to be always enraptured 
by them: above all, that I would turn my back on 
all other women for ever for her sake. I did not 
object to these conditions because they were exor­
bitant and Inhuman: it was their extraordinary ir­
relevance that prostrated me. I Invariably replied 
with perfect frankness that I had never dreamt of 
any of these things; that unless the lady's oharaoter 
and intellect were equal or superior to my own her 
conversation must degrade and her counsel mislead 
me; that her constant companionship might, for all 
I kaew, become Intolerably tedious to me; that I 
could not answer for my feelings for a week In ad­
vance, much less to the end of my life; that to out 
66. George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, p. 637, 
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me off from all natural and unoonstralned Intercourse 
with half of my fellom creatures would narrow and 
warp me If I submitted to it, and, if not, would 
bring me under the curse of clandestinity; that, 
finally, my proposals to her were wholly uaconnected 
with any of these matters, and were the outcome of a 
perfectly simple impulse of my manhood towards her 
womanhood.54 
For Shaw, as for Don Juan, the irreleTanciee are prostrat-
lng--and worthy of attack. 
Marriage, "popular because it combines the maximum of 
temptation with the maiimum of opportunity,"^5 aeiayg 
advent of the Superman as effectually as property doee. 
Property delays the Superman by cutting humanity into 
small cliques aad limiting selection of a mate to a person 
within one's o%n clique. The alternative— 
Not only should every person be nourished and trained 
as a possible parent, but there should be no possibili­
ty of such an obstacle to natural selection as the ob­
jection of a couatess to a navvy or of a duke to a 
charwoman, Equality Is essential to good breeding; 
and equality, as all economists know, is incompatible 
with property, 
Here Shaw brings in another of his favorite them6s--the 
common ownership of property. Property is a hindrance to 
the mating of people who might breed a Superman; therefore, 
it, as %ell as marriage as we know it, must be done away 
54. Ibid., pp. 638-639, 
55. George Bernard Shaw, Man and Superman, Revolu­
tionist's Handbook, p. 735. 
36. Ibid., p. 694. 
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with. Mating of couples must not consider property, money, 
ooDgenlallty, interests, tastes, or temperaments. It must 
consider only the offspring of the marriage. 
In conjugation two complementary persons may supply 
one another's deflolenoles: in the domestic part­
nership of marriage they only feel ̂ hem and suffer 
from them.*' 
(n Back to Methuselah ve find that the long-livers 
have practiced marriage only in their youth. One says, 
"You do not make vo%8 until death when death Is three 
hundred ye^rs off."58 of them, Mrs. Lutestring and 
the Archbishop, decide to marry (or at least to reproduce) 
%hen their duty becomes apparent. The oonveraatlcn--a pro­
posal, if you *ill--l8 Interesting: 
Mrs. Lutestring: Mr. Archbishop, If the white race 
Is to be saved, out destiny is apparent. 
The Archbishop; Yes, our duty is pretty clear. 
Mrs. Lutestring: Have you time to come home %lth 
me and discuss the matter? 
The Archbishop: With pleasure.^9 
It is evident that the conjugation Is purely a business ar­
rangement. 
Captain Shotover, in Heartbreak House, has the true 
object of marriage in mind. He says: 
371: Ibid., p. 695. 
38. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, p. 113. 
39. Ibid., p. 127. 
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I bullded a house for my daughter, ana opened the 
doors thereof, 
Thet men might come for their ohoosin#, and their 
betters apring from their love.,.40 
But he has failed, for one of his daughters married a 
liar, the other a numskull. He becomes disillusioned 
about marriage, end replies, *hen a young lady asks him 
if she should marry a rich man, ^One rock is as good as 
another to be mreoked on." This is, no doubt, Shaw's 
final word upon marriage. 
Marriage as an institution has, to a very great ex­
tent, been perpetrated and perpetuated by the church— 
and this i& a point of departure into Sham's oritioism 
of the church. It is because the church is guilty of 
perpetuation of institutions that haye outlived their use-
fulne83--if they ever had any--that Sha* oriticizes it. 
Marriage Is only one of the many institutions that the 
church has upheld and maintained aa necessary to proper 
morality. &e are the victims of a morality which is not 
really moral at all. 
Much of Shaw's criticism of the church has already 
been pointed out. He simply could not accept an anthro­
pomorphic, fiendish God of the kind that the churches of 
England worshipped. He was fully convinced that, in the 
words of Captain Shotover, "The Church is one the rooks, 
40. George Bernard Shav, Heartbreak House, p. 530. 
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breaking up."41 ^nd through Captain Shotover he pro^he-
8ie& thet the oharohes mill break up unless they head for 
"God's open sea,"^^ which is, of course, Creative Evolu­
tion. Shew warned; "Beware of the man whose ROd Is in 
the skies.For him, belief in an evolving god was the 
only true religion. 
Shaw*s Creative Evolution is not a question of a new 
religion; it Is rather a 
...redistilling the eternal spirit of religion and 
thus eitrioating it from the sludgy residue of tem­
poralities and legends that are making belief im­
possible, though they ere the stock-in-trade of all 
tha Ghurohes and all the Schools. 
As in Jutler, it is the temporalities and legends of the 
conventional faith that Shew attacks. The church ezpeots 
everyone to believe in its dogma. It ezpeots one to be­
lieve 
...that the world waa made In the year 4004 B.C.; 
that damnation means an eternity of blazing brim­
stone; that the Immaculate Conception means that 
sez is sinful and that Christ was parthenogenetical-
ly brought forth by a virgin descended in like man­
ner from a line of virgins right back to Eve; that 
the trinity is an anthropomorphic monster with three 
heads which are yet only one head; that in Rome the 
bread and wine on the altar become flesh and blood, 
Ibid., p. 594. 
42. Loc. cit. 
43. Greorge Bernard Shaw,.Man and Superman, Revolu­
tionist's Handbook, p. 757. 
44. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, prefaoe, 
p. Izziv. 
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and in England, in a still more mystical manner, 
they do and they do not; that the Bible is an in-
fallible complété guide to conduct; that %e may 
lie and cheat and murder and then wash ourselves 
innocent in the blood of the lamb on Sunday at the 
cost of a credo and a penny in the plate.,.4° 
The insistence of the church on the truth of these things 
makes belief Impossible, legend, parable, and drama Ibme 
a place in the church, but they should not be substituted 
for the dogma, the history, and the religion itself. They 
are the natural vehicles&r dogma, but "the test of dogma 
is its universality."^® Therefore when a church claims, 
as its dogma, legends and parables that only a limited 
aectarien group can believe, it is headed for the rocks. 
The church is in danger, but science is not, because 
science does not insist upon belief in legends for belief 
In the facts of science: 
...No student of science has yet been taught that 
specific gravity consists in the belief that 
Archimedes jumped out of his bath and ran naked 
through the streets of Syracuse shouting Eureka, 
Eureka, or that the la# of inverse squares must 
be discared if anyone ©an prove that Newton was 
never in an orchard in his life.4" 
But there are many things that science cannot answer at 
present, and le must not suspend belief in everything 
while %e bait for science to answer questions for us. 
45. Ibid I, p. Ixxvi. 
46. Ibid.t p. Ixxvii. 
47. Ibid., p. Ixxx. 
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Solenoe, by destroying our deity, destroyed religion, 
morality, la^s, lesaons, poems, and prayers founded on 
that deity. must not make a god of soienoe, but re 
must have a soientiflo god. That god is the evolving god--
the Life Foroe, As long as our ohurehes do not teaoh ua 
about this god, but insist upon the resurrection and the 
life, they are hindering progress, hindering belief in the 
real god-"a truly moral and soientiflo God. Therefore, 
says 8ha*, *e must not make the mistakes that so many sol­
diers did in the last war. They failed to recognize that 
the church was 
a place where frivolous women paraded in their best 
clothes; where stories of improper females like 
Potlphar's wife, and erotic poetry like the Song of 
Songs, were read aloud; where the sensuous and 
sentimental music of Schubert, Bendeleaohn,Gounod, 
and Brahms was more popular than severe music by 
greater comrosers; where the prettiest sort of pretty 
pictures of pretty saints assailed Imagination 
and senses through stained-glass windows; and where 
SGulg^ure and architecture came to the help of paint-
Shaw attacks the ohurch in an attempt to show what it real­
ly is. 
Neither should wc make the mistake of thinking, as 
the old-fashioned people think "that you can have a soul 
without money."49 We must realize that religion is not 
48. George Bernard Shaw, Heartbreak House, preface, 
p. 482. 
49. Ibid., p. 564. 
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for the poor only. We must realize that "a soul is a 
very expensive thing to keep; much more so than a motor 
oar."50 Y/e must realize that money is essential to the 
development of the evolving god* It is necessary for 
eugenic breeding. It is only the inequality of ownership 
of money and property that hinder the evolutionary process. 
Not only is the driving force behind evolution a mill-to-
live, but "to live, as Christ said long before, more 
abundantly." And abundance in spiritual life often de-
pends upon abundance In material life. Money is Important 
to the Life Force. 
From Shad's belief that equality is necessary for the 
purposes of the life force comee his criticisms of a 
capitalistic society. Mangan, the commercial baron in 
Heartbreak House, is destroyed because he does not know 
hoi to use his money. It destroys him because he has more 
than he can use wisely. It destroys him because he has 
exploited men and made them poor to get the money for which 
he has no use. He has created poverty by becoming rich. 
And Sha*, echoing Butler, tells us that poverty is one of 
canonical vices. 
But the reader must turn to Major Barbara and the 
50. Loci c it. 
51. George Bernard Shaw, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. xxxii. 
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political plays for a fuller explanation of Shad's theory 
on money. It is presented only Incidentally in the three 
plays with ishioh #e are here concerned. Nevertheless, 
Shaw's agreement with Butler on theories of money is evi­
dent even in this incidental treatment. Shaia was more 
concerned with politics and economics, however, than Butler 
ever ^as, so it Is probable that he arrived at his oonolu-
sions about eoonomics as a result of his political studies 
rather than as a result of his studies of Butler. However, 
Butler's ideas on Creative Evolution convinced Sham of the 
necessity of his political conclusions. 
In addition to being convinced of his political ideas 
by Butler's teachings on evolution, Shaw i«as convinced of 
many other things. He, like Butler, was convinced that 
many English institutions—marriage, the family, the schools, 
and the church—-are preventing, or at least retarding, 
progress toward the godhead. These institutions, by in­
sisting on false doctrines, are teaching men to destroy 
themselves rather than to live. As long as they continue 
to teach this doottine, they will be, and should be the 
victims of criticism. It is evident that for Shaw, as well 
as for Butler, they are victims. 
CHAPTER 71 
AN OUTSTRETCHED HAND 
When for a long blaok moment Darwinism, shaking 
the throne of God, seemed to open up before men 
the dark void of ohaog, there stretched across 
the void one steady uashaklng hand. It was 
Butler's. Sha*, searching for God in the Intel-
leotualmplackness, grasped it: and it saved him, 
Maurice Colbourne, The Heal Bernard Sha*. 
. It has been shown how Samuel Butler reacted arainst 
the Parwihism that was monopolizing scientific and philo­
sophic thought in the late nineteenth century, George 
Bernard Shaw was soon convinced that Butler was right in 
saying that Darwinism had banished mind from the universe. 
Neither Butler nor Shaw could accept the orthodox theolo-
gy of the Christian church any more than they could ac­
cept the moral and metaphysical implications of scientism. 
Therefore, both turned to Lamarck as a source of enlight-
enment; they found in Lamarck a basis for a philosophy of 
life by which they could live. Each developed this basis 
into a philosophy which Shaw eventually called Creative 
Evolution. 
Underlying the philosophies of both Butler and shaw 
there is the belief in purpose, design, mind, and will. 
Each felt that life was an evolutionary process by which 
men tried to attain the purpose of life, for Sutler and 
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Sha* that purpose Is living the best may me kno% hom--llv-
ing Instinctively. Butler says that life Is being possessed 
of memory; memory teaches us ho% to live. It Is constantly 
developing, through evolution, ne* organisms which help us 
to remember morer-to reach God, who is "Man's highest con­
ception of goodness, wisdom, and power.But God can be 
attained only through the evolution of man. "...We cannot 
rl*a to Him above the level of our own highest selves. 
For Butler, man must become a higher being himself before 
God will exist as a higher being, Man is the agency through 
which God wôrks to attain hlm8elf--to attain the purpose of 
life. 
For Shaw as well as Butler life is a foroe in us driv­
ing us toward omnipotence and omalsclence. It is constant-
ly striving for greater organization, greater consciousness, 
greater means by which to contemplate and achieve the inner 
will of the world; it is constantly striving to become God. 
Through evolution,man has developed an organ by which to 
contemplate; man can, also through evolution, eventually 
know instinctively those things which are difficult for 
him to know now. He will know the lL:ner will of the world 
and will have the porer of attaining that wlll--he, in 
' 'l* Samuel Butler, Erewhon Revisited, p. 489. 
2. Loc. Git. 
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#111 have achieved God. But that la in the beyond--80 
far in the beyond, In faot, that man as %e know him cannot 
contemplate it. 5e are agencies in reaching the purpose 
of life. The true Joy that %e get from ̂ Ife is the reali­
zation that %e are being used by this mighty purpose. 
As mystics, Sha* and Butler were of one mind. They 
both believed in an evolving God--a God which could be 
reached by Creative Evolution. As practical philosophers, 
they are also of a mind. Both believed in the pragmatic 
test of life. The test of the superman is in the living. 
The test of what is right aqà wrong in life is what the 
right or wrong produces. We do not know exactly what we 
mish the superman to be--only by his works will we know 
him. We cannot know him until we have achieved him: 
often we must rely on ln3tlnct--our accumulated memories--
to tell us %hat we ought to do to achieve him. 
This life, not one after death, is the important life 
in the philosophies of both Butler and Shaw. For Butler, 
the only immortality was one of vicarious eiistence. Man 
lives for a time, after his body dies, in his works and 
in his influence upon others. But he never really dies at 
all. Death is merely the breaking up of an association of 
living organisms. The organization dies but the organism# 
continue to live. In George Bernard Shaw's works we learn 
that life is eternal in the sense that it constantly renews 
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lté youth "In the battalions of the future."3 Death Is 
the renewal of life. A man Is savea when he has done the 
most %lth his present life—mhen he has helped achieve 
God. It Is evident that Butler and Sha# believed In an 
lmmortallty~-not of Sazuel Butler and George Bernard Sham 
--but of life and Its purpose. Destruction of life Is Im-
poselble; only the association of living organisms can be 
destroyed, , 
And ho* le man to kno* whether or not he Is contrib­
uting to the ultimate purpose of Life? Els Instinct *111 
tell bl%. This life Is simply the satisfaction of a pas­
sion la us. Man *111 kno* *hen that passion Is satisfied, 
Butler says he *111 kno* because he *111 be happy: 
"/Vlrtu^f springs from man's experience concerning his 
o*n *ell being."4 sha* says that man *111 kno* through 
contemplation, which *111 eventually become Instinctive. 
But man is not: letting his Instinct and contemplation 
tell him the proper *ay to live. He Is the victim of Im­
posed morality, ImposeA principles of life, and provable 
and logical scientific facts. Man has come to rely upon 
facts to such an extent that he Is Incapable of metaphys­
ical truth. The perpetuation of these principles, acd the 
31 George Bernard Sha*, Back to Methuselah, preface, 
p. 221. 
4, Sasuel Butler, The Way of All Flesh, p. 89. 
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saorlflce of people to these principles is the practice 
and dally %ork of the church, the school, and the family 
hoae. Until these institutions learn to teach metaphysi­
cal truth and the importance of inetinct and the uncon­
scious, they leave themselves open fcr attack. And 
Butler and Oha# do attack them because they do not teach 
a proper Laodlceanlam in life. 
All teaching must be carried on with a charitable in­
consistency. Parents, schools, and churches must teach 
relativity in all things, larents must alio* the uncon­
scious self to develop, must "make no mysteries where Na­
ture has made none,"^ and must help children to become in­
dependent, Schools must teach students to think rather 
than accept absolutes and principles; they must teach stu­
dents to live, to face life, to follow their instinct, and 
to distrust absolutes and principles. Churches must teach 
true religion instead of dogma, legend, and parable. Re­
lief in God must not be dependent upon belief in supersti­
tion and imposed "truths." Institutions must teach that 
"the golden rule is that there are ro golden rules."6 
Both Sha* and Butler are concerned with the struggle 
between human vitality and an artificial system of morality, 
5: Ibid., p. 110, 
6. George Bernard 8ha*, Man and Superman, Bevolu-
tionist's Handbook, p. 731, 
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between the moralist and the natural historian, between 
consolenoe and conformity, between Instinct and conven­
tion. They are on the aide of human vitality, the natural 
historian, conscience and instinct; they attack the per­
petrators and perpetuators of the opposite point of vie*. 
Butler and Shaw are Victorian rebels imbued %ith a 
philosophy of life, a great deal of curiosity, and an In­
terest in scientific Inquiry. They are rebels because 
they cannot believe in a society that is founded upon a 
philosophy based either upon scientific, provable fact, 
or ridiculous, unreasonable legend and rarable, Thercould 
not believe in English society, for it %as a bane to 
evolutionary progress, the only real progrëss of mhioh man 
is capoble. 
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